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A FAMILY NEWSPAPER—DEVOTED TO NEWS, POLITICS, AGRICULTURE, LITERATURE, THE ARTS AND SCIENCES, EDUCATION, THE MARKETS, &c.

L. HARPER, EDITOR AND PROPRIETOR

VOLUME LT.

MOUNT VERNON, OHIO:

ESTABLISHED 1381.

banner*

HOWARD HARPER
joiixto

REAL ESTATE,
Q I

REGULATOR

Fire, Tornado, Life, }
Steam Boiler,
Accident, Plate Glaeb, ■(f)
INSURANCE!
i yp TT’ITI INSURANCE
lj l
A Specialty
IO firstclassCompanicsrcpI

FAULTLESS FAMILY MEDICINE

Now that Dr. McGlynn finds that he
i has power to excommunicate Henry
, George from the anti-poverty party lie
will no doubt next turn his attention to
the deposition of the pope.—Plain Deal
er.

§2.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE

THURSDAY, MARCH 1, 1888.
TRUSTS AND TRUSTS.

P.ilLKOADS. the capital stock. The net earnings A Would-be Murderer Shot Down
were §309,000, making about 30 per
by His Wife’s Brother.
Monster Combinations that Should
cent, on the capital stock. This road
Cleveland, O., Feb. 25.—William
is
mortgaged
for
$2,300,000,
and
as
these
Able
Argument
of
Senator
John
be
Broken
Up.
How a Successful Business
poverty-stricken roads wish to make Lindley and John Tibbetts, aged seven
New York, Feh. 10.—The Times pub
S. Braddock.
Bootu May be Inaugura
dividends on their debts as well as up teen, who were brothers-in-law, and
lished a five column history of the var
on their capital, we will add this to the
ted.
The Senate and House Committee on stock whieh’together with all other lia lived in a section of Ottawa county
ious trusts now known to he operating.
as Touissaint, got into a quar
The list is headed by the sugar trust; Railroads met in joint session on Tues bilities, will make a grand total of §3,- known
rel, Lindley wanting his wife, who had
Jit.Vernon’s Natural Advantages value of plant $15,000/100; capitalized day evening of last week in the hall of 886,000. Now any schoolboy can tell been livin6 with her mother, Mrs.
that §309,000 net earnings will
all winter, to go away with
at $60,000,000, and actual sales of stock the House to hear arguments upon the you
and What is A’eeded to Meeure
equal about 8 per cent, on this aggre Tibbetts,
him. She refused and her mother and
proposed
reduction
of
passenger
and
at
80,
indicating
dividends
on
§18,000,Prosperity.—The Time to
gate capital.
brother also would not let her go.
WATER AND ALL.
000, the value of the monopoly being freight rates on Ohio railroads. The
Act is Sow.
Lindley swore he would have her or
therefore §33,000,000. Ten firms coni- hall was filled with members and visit These are accurate figures . taken kill them all. Returning to his moth

CRITItlSr G (ROARERS.

NUMBER 4‘2.
W1NTEK WHEAT.

m CEHI 7AHE ON

An ImpiirtiHl Report from Re*
liable ScoiirceN.

The following report on the crop
prospects of winter wheat, in the
Northwestern Miller, is compiled from
the best sources and is impartial and
as accurate as can be obtained by any
known method:
The reports cover the country from
the Atlantic to the Pacific. Much of
that is hopeful, and in fact nothing for
the season of the year of discouraging
nature. On the Atlantic slope taking
in the States of New York and Penn
sylvania, snow yet covers the wheat.
The only State which is well protected
to-day from the sudden and severe
changes of February is the State of
Michigan. The last week of January
and the first week of February saw a
gradual disappearance of the ice and
snow in Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Kansas
and Missouri. The reports from these
States are all to the effect that while
up to this date no damage of a serious
or widesjiread character is apparent,
the plants made small growth during
the fall, and their future success de
pends very largely on favorable weath
er for the next sixty days. Tennessee
and Kentucky all report mild and good
weather for wheat during the last ten
days. The reports from the Pacific
slope, covering California, Washington
and Oregon, show that the winter in
California has been a favorable one. Up
to date there has been no lack of
moisture.
February has given Texas consider
able rain. The prospects for the wheat
crop of that State have improved. In
Tennessee the ground is now bare.
Wheat is looking fairly well, but some
what scorched. The crop has been
under sleet and snow for sometime. In
Kentucky the wheat was covered witli
snow during January, but not to a great
depth. The acreage is not as large as
last season for the reason that farmers
were not nble to break up their land at
a seasonable time.
In Oregon the winter has been unu
sually cold. The frost is now all out of
the ground. The farmers stored most
of tlieir wheat crop at home last sea
son, and are hauling it off now with
one-half yet to come forward. In
Washington Territory Walla Walla
farmers have just commenced plowing.
Three-fourths of the crop of 1887 is
marketed. California has had the
coldest January the State has ever
known, with average rains and crop
prospects good. Summer fallow wheat
is all sown.
In Virginia there has been no snow
at all this winter to amount to anything.
In Pennsylvania the fields are still cov
ered with snow and ice. The wheat is
in fair condition, but the plants arc
small on account of late seeding. Feb
ruary has given Ohio moderate, pleas
ant weather, with a slight covering of
ice and snow, now gradually disap
pearing. The plants are not as large
as Inst wear, but seem better rooted.
In Indiana the wheat was covered with
sleet and ice for fourteen days, hut is
now bare. The weather has been more
variable than in other portions of the
winter wheat belt. The plants are
weak, hut on the whole it is thought up
to the present time there is no serious
injury to the crop.
In Missouri the snow and ice has all
disappeared. In Kansas the backbone
of winter appears to be broken. The
frost is out of the ground, and the
country roads are had. Wheat is look
ing fair, with weather generally favor
able, and more moisture in the ground
than at any time during the past two
years. Chinch hugs, it is thought,
have found a watery grave.
In Illinois for this season of the year
there has been very little thawing or
freezing weather until the present week.
The growing crop looks fully ns well as
it ever does at this time of year. Cairo
reports regarding the condition of
wheat fully up to an average. Peoria
advices are that they do not remember
a season when the reports at this time
of year have been as good.

Several aspiring Republicans seem
• to think that they are political heirs of
<
James G. Blaine, and will inherit his
from railroad reports and statistics and
ors.
pi se the controlling interest.
’s house he secured a shotgun and
presidential wealth. Mr. Blaine has To the Editors of the Banner:
show that stockholders should have er
Senator
Braddock,
who
introduced
came back to get his wife. The doors
The castor oil trust is next on the lis*.
made
no
will.
Indeed,
Mr.
Blaine
is
dividends
and
that
it
is
not
the
fault
of
The question is often asked why it is It has raised the price from 40 cents l<» the first hill presented to the Legisla
jresented,Stock and MutuaiJ.
the law, if they do not—unless indeed were locked against him, but he broke
not dead vet.
that our beautiful little city of Mt. §1.24 a gallon, but is not a very exten ture for this purpose, addressed the it is because lawmakers do not reduce in the panel and shot young Tibbetts,
1 Real Estate and Personal
a great preventive of sickness.
Property Sold.
affair as far as capital is concern committee in the followingalilespeech: the rates and thereby increase thebusi the charge taking effect in Tihbett’s
I often recommend it to my
Russia has 570,000 well-drilled sol Vernon is not enjoying a season of sive
<
friends, and shall continue to
Dwellings, Farms,Storo z
ed.
ness and earnings. The statement of forehead inflicting a wound from which
do so.
diers ready for active operations; Aus prosperity commensurate with cities
School slates are “trusted” and have Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Com Mr. Brooks in regard to this road is he cannot recover. Notwithstanding
and Offices Rented.
“
Rev.
James
M.
Rollins,
of
less
financial
importance
and
natur

o
o
advanced 171 per cent in price. Lin mittee:
Pastor M. E.Church, So. Fairfield,Va.” tria is not much behind, and Germany
simply preposterous, but I suppose it is his terrible injuries Tihbett’s grabbed
1 Rents Collected.
Ordinarily juries are composed of in keeping with other statements of a shotgun in the room, and, leveling it
has more than either. A war over al advantages; lienee we are constrain seed oil has been advanced in price
] Commissions Satisfactory.
TIME AND DOCTORS’ BILLS SAVED by
n
ed to make public a few of the obsta from 38 cents per gallon in 1887 to 56 twelve common men and addressed by this very pleasant, plausible and affable at Lindley, put the entire charge into
-J
■y/ienys keeping Simmons Liver there would remove the rehundant
cents now. The capital iq the trust is one lawyer hut in this exception to the gentleman who is the paid attorney of his neck, killing him ’instantly. Coro
'legulutor in the house.
populations,.and leave plenty of widows cles that are stumbling blocks in the $11,000,000.
rule we have twelve lawyers addressed the largest corporation in the world. ner Woodward decided that Tibbetts
welfare of the city and which can anti
“I have found Simmons Liver
and children to he cared for.
The steel rail trust forced prices up by one common man, and from him Statistics tell us in 1886 that over eight shot Lindley in self-defense.
Regulator the best family med
must he corrected if Mt. Vernon is to from §27 to §40 per ton, but have been you will receive no such outbursts of
million dollars were invested
icine I ever used for anything
Col. Robert G. Ixoeksoi.l says of achieve that high rank she sees fit to unable to keep them there, and are eloquence as you received from the thousand
that may happen, have used it
in the 137,000 miles of railroads in the W. L. Scott on the Difficulties of
now accepting §31.5(1 Andrew Car gentleman who addressed you two United States, and that the gross earn
in Indigestion, Colic, Diarrhoea,
a Tariff Bill.
Blaine’s pretended withdrawal: “Blaine claim.
liiliousncss, and found it to re
negie is said to have made §5.000 a day weeks ago, hut I propose that you shall ings exceeded 10 per cent, and the net Washington Special]
is like an anxious widow simulating
In the first place it should be the for 300 days while the price was up.
lieve immediately. After eat
receive some solid facts. It is"a recog earnings of this enormous amount of An ardent revenue reformer com
ing a hearty supper, if, on going
coynes to allure wooers. She says no pride of every citizen who has the
The iron ore trust is a big affair, but nized principle that the State shall capital were §297,311,615, being 3J per
to bed, I take about a teaspoon
and means yes. Mr. Blaine to my city’s interest at heart to take advan figures seem difficult to get concerning have the right to fix rates to be charged cent, notwithstanding 50 or 60 per cent, plained on Tuesday to Mr. Scott, of the
ful, I never feel the effects of
the supper eaten.
knowledge, has had the Presidential tage of every opportunity afforded to its operations. It seems pretty certain by common’ carriers for the transporta of this capital was water. There is but ways and means committee that he
“OVID G. SPARKS,
fever for the last twelve years, and that speak a good word for Mt. Vernon, and however, that the bulk of the best ore tion of passengers and freights. Acting little doubt that the real net earnings thought it strange that it took so long
“Ex-Mayor Macon, Ga.”
in the country is in the hands of upon this acknowledged right the Leg of the actual invested capital was not for the Democrats on the committee to
never leaves a man until life leaves if they cannot think of anything flat land
TO
the syndicate.
islature passed an act April 25th, 1873, less than 10 per cent.
«’ONLY GENUINE'**
prepare the tariff bill. Mr. Scott re
him.”
The Bessemer steel trust, the plow fixing ihe maximum rate for carrying
tering to say of her they should not
Has our Z Stamp on front of Wrapper.
A STRIKING COMPARISON.
trust,
and
the
thresher
trust
are
doing
passengers
at
three
cents
per
mile
and
Gentlemen—Let us compare the pro plied:
The latest silly lie of the Washing speak ill of her, hut strive to rectify well. The steel and Iron beam trust are the maximum rate for carrying freight
J. H. Zeilin & Co., Sole Proprietors,
posed
with the actual reduc “Well, I admit that it does seem a
Price, 81.00.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
ton sensational letter writers is the everything that has a tendency to dam said to be getting §73.92 a ton for what at five cents per ton per mile. The tion inreduction
other branches of industry dur long time, but there is reason for it. I
age
the
city's
interest.
costs them §20 a ton to make.
story that Mrs. Cleveland “snubbed’’
railroad companies accepted the situa ing the past twelve or fifteen years, to- have been a hard working man all my
SECOND FLOOR,
The nail trust is too recently formed tion and prepared their schedule of wi»: New England manfaeturing com life, but I assure you I have done more
One of the principal reasons why
Mrs. Grant, widow of the late Gen.
mFESSIOXAL
LARDS.
permit of figures being given, hut rates to conform with the law, and have panies, representing a sixty-three mil bard work in the last month than ever
Formerly known as Kremlin No. 2.
Grant, by not “returning her call.” Mt. Vernon does not improve more to
prices have already advanced. The the rate raised or changed, which is lions of dollars, declared dividends of before in my life. No one has any idea
rapidly is because too many of its citi wrought
■yyALDO TAYLOR.
There
is
not
the
slightest
foundation
for
iron pipe trust has put prices conclusive evidence that the rate was
how much work is required to perfect
MOVTUEAT SQUARE.
zens take occasion to speak unkindly up two and one half per cent, and put considered sufficient and equitable by 74 per cent, in 1873; in 1885 the latest tariff bill. There has not been three
ATTORNEY and COUNSELLOR-at-LAW. these allegations. Mrs. Grant did not
statistics show average dividends of 3$
NEWARK, OHIO,
call at the White House during her of the city, not only among themselves wages down 10 per cent. The iron nut the railroad companies. Now I pro per cent., being a reduction of over 50 nights in three weeks that we have not
Practices in Licking and adjoining counties. recent stay in Washington, nor did but to strangers who visit our city. trust was‘formed on January 20, and is pose to show by comparison and other per cent. The National hanks of the worked until long after midnight. It
Also in the United States Courts. Special
a quiet but lucrative combine.
wise that if three cents per mile was a United States, representing in 1886 a was 2 o’clock this morning before we
attention given to thebusiness of Executors, Mrs. Cleveland meet her during that They complain that real estate is very
The stoye trust is yet inchoate, but fair rate for passengers, and five cents capital of five hundred and thirty-seven got through.
ACoxxejr to Loan. I Administrators and Guardians; Collections,
low
and
keep
harping
about
it
—
saying
with immense possibilities.
per ton per mile was a just rate for millions, about the same as the invest “What are we doing? you ask. Why,
•3Fa,zixs.s to Ssll 1
Petitions for Partition and Conveyancing. period.
S-Iomsos to XSexxt I
that Mt. Vernon is “dead” and that
The paper hag trust has §2,000,000. freights in 1873, two cents for passen ed capital in Ohio’s railroads, have met. going over schedule after schedule,
Pensions,
Bounty
and
back
pay
procured.
Rants to Collect 1
James Gillespie Blaine is now in property is depreciating in value more Mr. Arkell, of Canojoharie, is its presi gers and three cents for freights is a with a steady and gradual decrease of comprising pace after page. The tariff
Office North Side Public Square.
8dec87
position to say with Gloster in “Richard and more every day. Then again, if dent, and Congressman Geo. West, who higher rate now, and the gentleman, their dividends and net earnings since duties are tedious, complicated, and
owns voluahle hag patents, is its leading Mr. Brooks, who reveled in such sar 1873 until in 1886 the reduction immense. It looks sometimes as if
COOPER.
FRANK MOORE.
For Sale- -Personal Property.
III.”:
any of our citizens, or even strangers, spirt.
casm and ridicule because the defend amounted to more than 30 per cent. we would never get through with the
OOPER
&
MOORE.
Restaurant—In city; no liquors. Price
Cousin of Buckingham and sage, grave men. contemplate purchasing real estate a
There is a trust of honey producers ers of this bill presented no reason for The telegraph companies of the United job. What we are trying to do is to
only $200. Good opening for small capital.
Since
you
will
buckle
fortune
on
my
back
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
majority of persons, whose opinions are being formed—not of bees, hut the a reduction, I hope will now kindly lis States have reduced the average tolls bring in a bill that will command the
Hall Type Writer; cost $50. Price $30.
To bear her burden whether I will or no,
109 Main Street,
ten to the reasons and answer them per message from 62$ cents in 1873 to cordial support of the country. It is
Engine, (Bookwalter) 4* horse. Price $175
I must have patience to endure the load.
asked
in regard to the value of the owners of bees.
Jan.
1,
’
83-ly.
Mt.
Vernon,
0.
Buggy, .’rice$50. Ske'eton Wagon—$25.
The oil cloth trust is said to have ad unequivocally, if he considers them 37 6-10 cent6 in 1886, and reduced their easy enough to make a tariff bill, but
But if black scandal or foul-faced reproach property, will say that the price asked
Attend the sequel of your imposition,
vanced prices 65 per cent.
answerable.
profits thereon from 19 1-10 cents in the thing is to make a tariff bill so fair
cCLELLANI) & CULBERTSON,
Your mere enforcement shall acquittance is entirely too much, when they really
The Times points to the fact that
THE FIRST REASON.
1886,
being a reduction of more than and just, that it will be 6trong enough
me
The first, and perhaps most import one-half.
of itself, on its own meritable provis
have no grounds for making such as nearly all the products thus controlled
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law,
From
all
the
impure
blots
stains
thereof;
COMMISSIONS REASONABLE.
by trusts are protected by heavy custom ant reason, is the largely increased
Office—One door west of Court House.
Now, gentlemen, one more reason ions, to go through the house and the
sertions.
Such
remarks
not
only
dis
For
God
doth
know
and
you
may
partly
see
Jan. 19-ly.
duties.
traffic. While the number of miles of why rates should be reduced: Since senate and become a law.
How fur I am from the desire of this.
courage parties from purchasing, hut
W V\TF,I) FARMS TO REXT,
road has increased in the past fifteen the passage of the Inter State Com “We are getting up a good bill, and
and more of the same.
EORGE W. MORGAN,
4,162 miles to 7,246 miles, merce hill, of course no railroad com I think it will command the cordial
In Knox county. Have several applicants.
The following sensible observations in many cases prevent sales being
New York, Feb. 20.—The Sun’s Bos years from
an increase of 75 per cent., and pany will be guilty of issuing passes to support and vote of every Democrat
Call at once. Commissions reasonable.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
are from the pen of George W. Childs, made that would otherwise he accom ton special says that Mr. Jere Abbott being
while the invested capital (of railroads
on the floor, if not a number of Repub
Kirk Building, Public Square,
of the Philadelphia Ledger: “The fight plished wiihout any trouble. If these now admits that he is the American which is upon the tax duplicate valued any but employes of the road. This licans. There are a number of mem
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
IOR SALE—CITY PROPERTY.
should make a great saving since with
agent
of
the
French
copper
syndicate.
mischief makers would take occasion
against
Speaker
Carlisle
in
the
House
Oct4-ly.
No. 229. HOUSE, and three-fourths acre,
The best informed copper men say that at 03| million), increased in the same a three cent rate the average earnings bers scheming to prolong discussion on
was like the fight against Lamar in the to speak a good word for real estate the capital of the trust is §250,000 000 time from 270 millions to 556 millions were less than 2 1-5 cents per mile in the tariff until the house is disheart
Mansfield road, adjoining city, 1| story
^BEL
HART,
frame, 6 rooms, cellar, stable, woodhouse,
Senate. Both were begun and carried that is offered for sale, instead of run and that it has bought all the output of in 1886, being an increase, including 1886, showing a large percentage rode ened and then rush through a substi
well, cistern, fruit trees. Price only $050.
water, of nearly 100 per cent. The
tute taking the tax off sugar and to
Attorney and Counsellor at Law,
on for an unworthy purpose, against ning it down, the result would he en this country, Spain and Chili, for two passenger traffic has increased from on free passes. With these priviledged bacco. I think these members will be
No. 227. DWELLING, Gay street, 2 story
classes being compelled to pay fare, the
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
or
three
years
to
come.
tirely
different
—
especially
when
stran

frame, 13 rooms, stable, &c. Price $4,500.
605 million passengers carried one mile rate may he reduced proportionately fooled in their object, for the reason
Office—In Adam Weaver’s building, Main right and justice, merely to catch votes
No. 220. STORE PROPERTY, West Vine street, above Issac Errett & Go’s store.
and the schemers got nothing more gers ask for opinions regarding values. SAVED BY BODY SNATCHERS. in 1873 to 1,106 million passengers car for those who are less fortunate, with that I believe that the hill now being
street, 2 story brick. Can be bought cheap.
ried one mile in 1886, being an increase out loss to railroads.
Aug. 20-ly.
prepared by the ways and means com
than the shame of defeat to add to the We want to bring strangers into the
of 83 per cent.; and the number of One reason more, Mr. Chairman— mittee will be so lust and equitable
No. 225 BUSINESS BLOCK, Main St.,
city,
not
drive
them
out.
Reappearance
of
a
Young
Man
Sup

shame
of
having
permitted
partisan
AMUEL II. PETERMAN,
opposite Rowley House; 3story brick, two
tons carried one mile in 1873 was 3,- the railroads knowing that a reduction that all fair men will sec the necessity
Again it has been observed that when
posed to be in His Grave.
large store rooms and warehouse: Second
zeal to overrule their sense of right and
420 millions, while in 1886, 10,134 mil of rates increases travel, have put on for its passage and give it their cordial
story conveniently’ arranged for housekeep General Fire, Life and Accident Insurance Agt. duty.
manufactories are seeking admission
Toledo, O., Feb. 23, 1888.—Charles lion of tons were carried one mile, sale on more than one-half the roads support.”
Application for insurance to any of the
ing or a Boarding-house. Price reasonable.
----------•
----------strong, Reliable and Well known Compainto our city and committees have Martindale, a young man, was stricken making the enormous increase of 197 in Ohio a thousand mile ticket at the
No. 224. HOUSE, West Sugar St., 11 story ies represented by this Agency solicited.
The Pittsburgh Christian Advocate, a been sent here to see what arrange
Bogus Baking Powder Tests.
with appoplexy five years ago and to percent. It is therefore made appar same rate proposed in this bill. I am
brick, 5 rooms, stable, ifec. Price $1350.
Also agent for the following first-class leading and influential Methodist paper,
ent to you all that the traffic has in
ments
can
he
made
to
bring
their
Rather ingenious but not less fraudu
No. 223. BRICK HOUSE, West High St., Steamship lines: Guion, National, White
all appearances died. He was buried, creased out of all proportion to the in opposed to this discrimination against
two blocks from Main. Price $2,500.
Star and Allen. Passage tickets to or from makes some sensible remarks in regard “plant” here, property owners, in some according to the statement of his fam crease of the invested capital and in the poor, and indeed it is in direct vio lent are the pretended tests of baking
No. 220. HOUSE, Catherine street, 2 story England, Ireland and all points in Europe, to the meaning of Blaine’s letter. “But instances, instead of offering land at a ily and neighbors, hut yesterday sur crease of the number of miles of road, lation of the spirit and letter ot the In powders being made in many of our
ter-State Commerce law. If a person
frame, <3 rooms, cellar, stable, Ac.; well fin at responsible rates
Office—Corner Main and Gambier Streets, in any case,” says the Methodist organ, nominal price to induce these manu prised his father by walking into the and that if the rate of 1873 was a just can ride 1,000 miles for §20 he should kitchens by agents who are trying to
ished throughout. Price only $11100.
house.
rate, the present proposed rate will he he able to ride 10 miles for twenty further the sale of a Chicago article.
7apr87’ly
“the letter is an unbecoming one. If factories to locate in our midst, they at
No. 219. HOUSE, West High street, lj Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
The young man says that he was not a high one proportionately.
cents.
he means to accept the nomination once put up the price of their real es dead,
story brick. Price $950.
These so-called tests consist in mixing
but knew when he was being laid
SECOND REASON.
PHYSIC! 4NM.
A WORD ABOUT FREIGHTS.
No. 218. HOUSE and FOUR LOTS, on
under any circumstances, he should tate fifty to one hundred per cent.
out
and
when
he
was
buried.
He
could
separately, with water, a sample of the
About
one-half
of
the
capital
invest

East Front street. Price only $2,500.
I desire to say a word in regard to
have said nothing on the subject; and if
not, however, let those about him know ed in railroads is borrowed, and conse
M. BALMER, M. I).
baking powder found in the house and
Within
the
past
five
years
several
No. 217. HOUSE, East Chestnut street,
the
minimum
rate
for
carrying
freights.
he meant to decline, he should have
that he was alive.
quently the rate of interest is a large The law fixing the rate at five cents per of that carried by the agent. From
1J story frame, 5 rooms. Price $700.
important
manufacturing
industries
MT. VERNON, OHIO.
done so in a frank and unmistakable
On the night following the burial his
No. 216. HOUSE, Jefferson street, 2 story
OFFICE -Room No. 2, Woodward Opera manner. The letter is no credit to Mr. have been driven from our city on ac grave was opened by medical students, factor in railroad building and opera ton per mile should he repealed. It is that found in the house, if a pure ar
ting. In 1873 the U. S. Government
frame, 7 rooms, cellar, &c. Price $1200.
House. Residence—506 North Gay Street. Blaine.
count of not being able to make satis who took him out, dressed him in a paid 6 per cent, interest for money. an absurdity. This rate does not apply ticle, the bubbles of gits will rise and
dec8t f
No. 215. THREE HOUSES, corner Gam
the distance is less than thirty burst on top like those from a glass of
suit of black, took him to the office of
a three per cent, bond sells at a where
bier and Gay streets.—King property. Will
The late Charles J. Folgei, Republi factory arrangements with property a college professor and bolstered him Now
miles—nor where the car carries a less champagne. The Chicago baking pow
he sold at a bargain if purchased soon.
premium.
T^R. L. W. ARMENTROUT,
than its full tonage capacity. No der which they carry, when mixed
can, when Secretary of the Treasury in owners.
up, intending to frighten the doctor and
The State of Ohio paid 6 per cent, load
No. 213. HOUSE, West High street, 2
railroad would have the audacity to with water, will show an extra froth
The cities that are successful in se then dissect the body.
OFFICE—Over Postoffice, Mt. Vernon, O. 1882 said in his report:
story frame, 8 rooms, cellar, stable, Artesian
interest in 1873, and in 1886 borrowed charge
this rate where the car was upon the top of the mixture which i9
Well, Ac. Price $2000. Big Bargain !
Residence, 3 doors North of High School
The horrible situation had the effect money at less than 3 per cent. Now,
“It is believed that a time has arrived curing manufactories are those that
loaded to its full capacity, say twenty
15sept87’ly. when
No. 212. Double Dwelling, with two building, Mulberry street.
a reduction of duties on nearly donate lands and subscribe liberally to bring young Martindale out of his while I do not claim that railroads can tons, ’and hauled a distance of over claimed as evidence of superiority. On
Lots, on North Mulberry Street. 2 story
trance, as he calls it. As he was deep borrow at this rate, I do claim that they
the contrary, however, it is not only
all the articles in our tariff is demanded thereto.
OIIN E. RUSSELL, M. D.,
frame, 12 rooms. Price only $2,200.
ly in debt and his father had refused to can borrow at a rate commensurate thirty miles. Let us count it. Twenty the exhibition of a trick, but is abso
and
is
feasible.
”
Mt. Vernon is centrally located, has help him he left the town and went with the reduction of rates proposed in tons at five cents per ton would be lute proof that the baking powder
No. 209. BRICK HOUSE and 2 Lots, on
SURGEON AND PHYSICIAN,
He added also:
West High street, 4 rooms. Price only $900
excellent shipping facilities, a beautitul West, leaving his parents to suppose this bill. In connection with this, I thirty dollars per car for thirty miles, which so acts is adulterated. The chem
Office—West side of Main street, 4 doors
cash, or $1000 on reasonable time. •
minimum distance limited—forty ists have ascertained that the adulter
“A careful revision of the tariff should and healthy city to reside in; fine so him still in thegrave.
will say that all kinds of material en the
orth of Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio,
miles, forty dollars; fifty miles, fifty ant used is a chemical added for tlie
No. 208. HOUSE, East Vine St., 1| story Telephone No. 74.
he made with a view of placing upon
tering
into
the
construction
of
railroads
ciety, excellent churches and schools,
frame, 4 rooms. Price $700 on easy terms.
Residence—East Gambier street. Tele the free list many articles now paying
have largely depreciated and that rail dollars; one hundred miles, one hun express purpose of producing this ac
her people are exceedingly hospitable A Venerable Ohio Bridegroom Skips roads can consequently be built and dred dollars, etc. Who ever heard of tion and deceiving housekeepers as to
No. 204. NEW HOUSE, 2-story frame, on hone 73.
29sept87
a duty.”
on His Wedding Eve.
Division Street; 5 rooms. Price $1,000. •
a rate? That law must have been the true value of the baking powder.
When Secretary Fairchild, Democrat, and can if they will accomplish a great
operated at much less expense than such
E
lyria, O., February 23.—A sensa
drafted
by a railroad lawyer. It is This is not only a dishonest trick, but a
No. 205. FRAME HOUSE; 7 rooms, one
R R. J. ROBINSON
formerly.
Steel
rails
cost
§90
per
ton
in
used almost exactly this language, he deal towards inducing strangers to lo tional Bunnie and Baby Bunting love
and one-half story, on West High street; J
equivalent to no limit. Shippers are dirty one, for the chemical is the pro
1873;
now
they
can
he
bought
at
less
cash in hand; price low; (must be sold)
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
was denounced as a “free trader,” and cate among us, if they will only do so. affair is about to have an airing in the than §40. Ties are cheaper. Labor is left absolutely at the mercy of the rail duct of the filthy refuse of the slaugh
Office and residence—On Gambier street, a an “enemy of American labor.”
No. 200. DESIRABLE GAMBIER ST.
Within the past year a large number
cheaper—everything is cheaper except road.
ter house, and if this baking powder
RESIDENCE, (Irvine property,) two story few doors East of Main.
of mechanics have sought employment courts. E. S. Carter, a prominent and salaries of chief officers, railroad at The average rate for carrying freights is used in the preparation of food pass
Office days—Wednesday and Saturdays.
brick, fourteen rooms. One of the finest
wealthy
merchant
of
this
place,
and
last
year
amounted
to
less
than
sevenMedill
on
Sherman.
augl3y.
in other cities on account of not being
pieces of property in the city.
torneys and manipulators which have tenths of one cent per ton per mile. es into the biscuit or cake without
In one of his recent speeches John able to find ample means of support. sixty-five years old, fell in love with largely, increased.
Of course, any statements
No. 197. Brick Dwelling Block, East
The bill fixes the maximum rate change.
DR.
GEORGE
B.
BUNN,
Mrs.
Esther
Hind,
a
blooming
grass
THIRD REASON.
Front street—five houses—centrally loca
made in reference to other baking
Sherman took occasion to make some Secure these manufactories and we will widow of forty-five. The wooing went
piIYSICIAN
AND
SURGEON,
at
three
cents
per
ton
per
mile,
ted. Price reasonable.
The rates fixed by the Legislature in and I would amend by making it two powders, by parties caught in practis
pretty severe remarks in relation to not only keep our mechanics at home along harmoniously and the wedding 1873
were based upon a currency basis
such tricks ns these lor the pur
No. 178. DWELLING, Jefferson street, Room 3, Rogers Block, 111 South Main St.,
or less, instead of five cents, as ing
Joseph
Medill,
editor
of
the
Chicago
but
we
will
soon
have
an
influx
of
me

day
appointed
for
Eebruary
22.
The
2 story frame, 8 rooms, cellar, coal house,
when gold was selling at 118 cents cents
pose of deceiving the public will be
Mount Vernon, Ohio.
the
law
now
stands,
it
would
then
he
chanics
from
other
cities
that
will
hydrant and eistern. Price $1200.
bride was ready, the wedding guests which made the gold value of currency
entitled to no credit.
All professional calls, by day or night, Tribune, tlge leading Republican paper
were on hand, hut the bridegroom fail, but 84J cents on the dollar. Now the three times as high ns the present av
No. 126.—The H. C. Taft Property, Gam promptly responded to.
[June 22-].
It is probably wisest in the interest
of the North-west, which has afforded astonish the natives.
erage
rate.
There
is
much
greater
bier avenue, and running South to theC., A.
The prospects for securing two more ed to show up at the appointed time. currency received for the tickets and
of our families, and te prevent ourtood
an
opportunity
for
Mr.
Medill,
to
strike
need
of
amending
this
section
than
& C. R. R. Containing about 18 acres. Fine
railroads—the Cannon Ball and the Instead, he skipped the night before freights is worth 100 cents in gold.
from being contaminated by tramfis of
frame cottage house, tenant house, well, cis
that applying to passenger rates, and I this kind, to turn all persons who wish
hack from
tho shoulder with Black Diamond—are very flattering in the wedding and left this letter which
Real estate and all kinds of products sincerely
tern, stable, beautiful evergreen trees, shrub
hope you will favorably report
twenty-horse power, in a column and a deed; also electric light, free mail was delivered to the expectant bride have decreased accordingly, and why
attempt to tamper with it unceremo
bery, fruit trees, Ac. Price Reasonable.
Senate bill No. 2, because it deals with or
should not the cost of transportation?
niously
the door, and to use those
No. 189 BRICK HOUSE, West High St.,
half article. We make room for a single delivery, &c., and the time is not far on the wedding:
both these propositions. It is a step in articles from
distant when Mt Vernon will enjoy
“Dearest Esther—I find I do not
2 story, 8 or 10 rooms ; recently painted and Is the verdict of every one using Ayer’s
FOURTH REASON.
onlv which experience has
paragraph, which will afford not very such prosperity as was never experi love
the
direction
of
protection
to
small
you
as
well
as
I
thought
I
did,
and
papered, good stable, Ac. Price $3,500.
Nearly all kinds of produce and arti
proved satisfactory, or the official tests
Cherry Pectoral for Colds, Coughs,
pleasant reading to Mr. Sherman’s po enced in our city before if our citizens guess I don’t want to be married. cles of merchandise have largely de shippers. The man who ships one car have established as pure and wholesome.
No. 136. HOUSE, Fair Ground Addition.
I story frame. Price$500; $100 cash, $5 perm. Bronchitis, Pneumonia, and all Lung
load
should
have
the
same
rate
as
the
only
do
their
duty.
When
you
receive
this
I
shall
he
on
litical friends who will press his name
preciated in value since 1873, and con
No. 108. COTTAGE, Gambier Avenue, li troubles. Unlike cod-liver oil, and
who ships a thousand carloads.
Sceptical California papers are pub
sequently can not afford to pay as high man
as a Republican candidate for Presi Last week mention was made in these my way to Georgia.
many other specifics, Ayer’s Cherry
story frame, 8 rooms. Price $1650.
Now, gentlemen, all the foregoing esti
columns
of
the
necessity
of
forming
a
“
Still
your
friend,
freights.
Notably
in
the
New
York
No. 100. DWELLING, Fair Ground Addi Pectoral is agreeable to the taste and
lishing a story about a man in Los An
dent before the Convention that meets Board of Trade. We are informed that
mates
are
based
upon
the
statistics
of
“
E.
S.
C
arter
.
”
markets,wheat in 1873 was worth §1.00,
tion, 11 story frame. Price $850.
geles who received a sentence of 15
leaves no ill effects.
in Chicago on the 20th of June:
steps are already being taken to bring
There was a lively scene when this in 1886,89c; cotton in 1873 was worth 1888, and the showing is an excellent years in the state prison with many
No. 111. HOUSE, E. Chestnut street, li
“
I
cannot
say
too
much
in
praise
of
one,
hut
it
would
be
far
better
if
based
story frame, 4 rooms, cellar, Ac. Price$725
letter was read and the expectant bride 17c and in 1835, 9 3-16c; corn in 1873
Senator Sherman has not the ele about this much needed enterprise.
manifestations of pleasure. He ex
Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,” writes Mr.
There are many other good sugges went into hysterics. Today she filed was worth 621c, in 1886, 49c; flour in upon the statistics of 1887, ns everyone plained to the astonished court that he
ment of popularity that would make
FOR SALE—FARMS.
Robert F. McKcen, of New Gretna,
l^nows,
and
will
he
admitted
by
railroad
him a strong candidate if nominated, tions that we might make to advance suit for breach of promise with damages 1873 was worth §5.93,1886, §3.07; oats
was glad to he sent to a place where
No. 230. FARM, 35 acres, 4 miles From N. J. “I have used it in my family,
nor the active sympathy with the the city’s interests, but we will reserve of $5,000. Rich developments are ex in 1873 was worth 50c, in 1886, 35c; companies themselves, as 1887, was the he wouldn’t be talked to death about
Mt. Vernon, li story frame house, 4 rooms, many years, and always with perfect
best’railroad year known in the coun
pected
when
the
case
comes
to
trial.
them
for
another
‘
ime.
common
people
that
would
make
him
iron
bar
per
ton
in
1873
was
worth
§92.
the land boom.
cellar, 2 springs, cistern, stable, Ac. This is satisfaction.”
Solid Facts.
a good President if elected. We have
50, in 1886, §40.50; anthracite coal in try.In conclusion, gentlemen, I desire to
a choice little Farm. Price only $2,200.
“Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral is truly the
FARM, 50 aeres, li mile East of city. No
always thought Mr. Sherman to be the
The Milk Cure.
1873 was worth §5.75, in 1886 §3.30.
Value of Advertisements.
that I introduced this bill without
buildings. Price only $75 per acre. Bargain
type of a sordid,selfish,avaricious politi Demand for Tariff Reform Among
Most Popular Remedy
The prices show a larger average de say
Here is medicine within the reach
“Do I believe in advertising,” said a
ill-will
or
animosity
towards
railroad
No. 169. FARM, 90 acres, Jackson town
cian, actively identified with the money
of the age, rendering full satisfaction in
Minnesota Republicans.
of all, not a poisonous decoction made crease than the proposed decrease in companies, hut on .reverse, have none prominent lawyer, a day or two ago.
ship; well watered; excellent buildings
power of Wall street, and without an
rates.
every instance.” — Thornton Edwards,
Price $30 ]>er acre. A model Farm—cheap
the kindliest wishes for them, recog “W-ell, rather; and in the hidden ad
Minneapolis, Feh. 18.—To ascertain up of minerals and decayed vegetables
atom of genuine feeling for the poor or
Owing to the unprecedented develop but
Lonely Dale, Ind.
No. 161. FARM. 175 acres, in Knox Co.
nizing their usefulness and benefits to vertisements more than in any other.
even
the
people
of
moderate
means.
We
which
often
cures
by
killing.
This
is
ment
of
the
country
in
the
last
decade,
the
feelings
of
Minnesota
Republicans
fine cultivation, excellent buildings, well
F. L. Morris, M. D., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
have opposed his nomination to the with reference to the reduction of the a medicine which, if pure, can do no increased population and increased the people. I introduce it believing I remember, one day, reading a very
watered, choice location ; one of the finest says : “ Your me,Heines have been satis
that it will be a benefit to the railroads interesting story, that ended in what I
Farms in the county. Price only $100 per A factory to me throughout my practice;
presidency on these grounds because
aud manufacturers, with cor as
tariff and also their presidential pref harm if it does no good. A high med products
well as to the people, for the reason took to be a puff for Dr. Pierce’s Pleas
especially Ayer’s Clierry Pectoral, which
we
have
realized
that
his
cold
and
cal

responding
increased
travel
and
traffic,
For Sale or Exchange.
has bean used in great quantities by my
that traffic will he largely increased, ant Purgative Pellets. I threw down
erences. the Evening Journal addressed ical authority thus recommeds it:
culating
character
is
estimated
at
its
railroads
can
aftord
to
reduce
rate?.
patients, one of whom says he knows it
and the receipts greater than from the the paper in a rage. Not a week after
No. 221. FARM, 60 acres, li mile South
true value by the people of the United to some 40 representative Republican
Buttermilk is useful in all cases
ANSWERS MR. BROOKS.
of Gambier ; good buildings. Will trade for saved his life.”
present rates, upon the same principle that I needed some medicine of that
States, and therefore that he would he editors outside oUthe twin cities, a cir where a milk cure is indicated, and is
G
entlemen — After Mr.
Brooks
improved Farm, in or near Montgomery
the weakest candidate that the cular letter. Thirty-five answers, cov particularly to be recommended in singled out four or five railroads, that that travel is now greater when excur kind, and went and bought those same
Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, about
county. Kansas. Price $85 per acre.
little pills.” “Did I find them good?”
Republican party could propose for the ering every portion of the state were consumption. Sour milk has shown had paid annual dividends ranging sion or reduced rates are given.
No. 222. FARM, 34i acres, Jackson (own- Prepared by Dr. ,T. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell, Mass.
As proof of this principle we need “Why, yes, the best thing of the kind
popular suffrage.
received, and asummary of the answers itself valuable in scrofula, neurasthenia, from 51 to 10 per cent., he makes the
ship, unimproved ; all under cultivation but Sold by all 'Druggists. Price $1; six bottles, < 5.
only to refer to the increased receipts
6 acres. Price $1500. Will trade for unim
Mr. Medill’s article will he a nice form a very comprehensi.e and trust hypochondriasis, in convalescence, in remarkable statement “that 80 or 90 of railroads and their general prosper I ever saw, hut that has nothing to do
proved farm in Iowa, Kansas or Nebraska.
with the first question, and I only men
worthy
picture
of
the
political
situa

diseases
of
the
organs
of
respiration
railroads
in
the
State,
but
6
or
8
have
campaign document for the Democrats tion in Minnesota. The editors are and deglutition, chronic catarrh of the
No. 211. FARM, 20 acres, li mile of Dan
paid anything to their owners,” “and ity since the reduction of rates in 1873. tion the joke on myself to show that
ville; fair house and barn. Price $1300.
next summer if Mr. Sherman should he practically unanimous in declaring air passage, nervous disturbances fol that nine-tenths of the roads had not Now, with the foregoing figures before advertising does pay.”
Will exchange for house or lots in this city.
the nominee of his party for President. that Minnesota Republicans want ma lowing excessive or exclusive meat diet, paid a single cent dividend in 18 years.” us, 1 believe there is not a gentleman
No, 214. HOUSE and i acre in Gambier.
Professor Malcomson of Dallas, Tex ,
terial and even radical reductions in dropsy, albuminuria, and Bright’s dis Now gentlemen if that is true, it is high upon this committee, ora railroad man
Price $350, in exchange for city property.
Sturgeon are being caught in Oregon the tariff on the necessaries of life and ease. " It is also useful in diabetes mel- time that they had put their business upon this floor hut will admit that to who is sail to be a teacher of some
LARGE LIST OF FARMS in Kansas,
reduce
the
rate
will
increase
the
traffic,
Nebraska, Missouri, Iowa, Illinois Ac.
rivers in such great numbers that the a maintenance of the internal revenue litus. Both forms of milk are efficaci in the hands of intelligent honest men as the past has shown. It is upon the learning, advances the theory that the
FOR SALE ltiilkling Lois.
local market is overstocked, and east system. Thero are some who interject ous in chronic metallic poisoning, and like yourselves to manage for them, same principle that when rates of post earth is flat and also motionless,
neither rotating on itsjixis nor revolv
31 CHOICE BUILDING LOTS, in Ben
ern men are buying up the fish and into this sentiment the proviso that the inflammatory and febrile conditions, and reduce their rates, thereby increas age were reduced from 6 to 8 cents, ing
around the sun. He also believes
tariff should not be so reduced as to especially in typhoid fever. They are ing their business and making dividends
jamin Harnwell’s New Addition to Mt.
shipping
them
to
Chicago.
Thirty
of
Vernon, Ohio. Eight on Gambier Avenue
prevent protection to labor; others are contra-indicated in all ulcerous pro for the stockholders. His statment the revenues were increased, and again that the sun and moon arc smaller
the
fish,
averaging
100
pounds
each,
from 3 to 2 cents the increase was still
and Thirteen on East Front street.
the earth, and that the light of
were sold to a Portland dealer in one more radical and desire the cut to he cesses in the alimentary tract, a fact may be true, in so far as the original greater, until our National Legislature than
LOT, West High Street. Price only $365.
the moon is her own and not reflected
deep
to
the
very
limit
of
safety.
Among
not
always
considered
in
ulcer
of
the
stockholders
are
concerned,
but
many
day
by
a
successful
fisherman.
LOT, North Main Street, one of the finest
the most significant facts shown by the stomach, ulcerating cancer, and the of the present schemers and manipula now propose to give us penny postage, from the sun.
locations in the city. Price only $1,500
answers is that Minnesota is very far tuberculous ulceration of the intestines, tors have made their fortunes out of with a view of making the l’ostotfice
FOUR LOTS, fronting on Sandusky St
self-sustaining.
At first a little hacking cough,
from being a Blaine state. Although and in dilated stomach.
these roads. I deny his statement and Department
Price only $650, on liberal time.
gentlemen even if the railroads
“ ’Tis nothing but a cold,”
A man who has practiced medicine a portion of the letters were written be
LOT, West Chestnut St., with stable—$1000
call your attention to the list of roads doBut
not
make
money
after
reducing
Beautiful Acre Building Lots, within ten
They say, “ ’Twill wery soon were off.”
for forty years ought to know salt from fore the publication of Blaine’s letter
he claimed made no dividends. Among
rates
they
should
be
content
with
minutes walk of Main street, on long credit
Alas, the story old! ’
sugar; read what he says:
a deep undercurrent of anti-Blaine
the number, he said the Sandusky,
FOB KENT.
Toledo, O., Jan. 10, 1887.
sentiment is disclosed, arising partially
Mansfield and Newark, built nearly 40 small dividends while manufacturers The hectic cheek, the failing strength
The grief that cannot save,
HOUSES, in all parts of the city. Also
Messrs. F. J. Cheney & Co—Gentle from the dissonance of his tariff views
years ago, had never made a dividend. are making small dividends—mer
STORES and DWELLING ROOMS.
men: I have been in the general prac with those of the party and partially
Now Mr. Brooks intended to mislead chants are making small dividends— And life’s wan flame goes out,at length,
TWO STORE ROOMS, with arch between
In a consumptive’s grave.
tice of medicine for most 40 years, and from a deep-seated feeling that he
and deceive you, or he was ignorant of farmers, representing 675 per cent,
Main street, opposite Rowley House. Will
If persons would use Dr. Pierce’s
would say that in all my practice and would not prove a winner. Even in
facts in the case. I will take the charit more capital than the railroads of
rent generate or both together very cheap.
'TV-., .
experience have never seen a prepara localities where Blaine’s friends have
able view and say he was ignorant of Ohio, and who arc directly interested Golden Medical Discovery, when irri
HOUSE, East Chestnut St. $5 per inonih.
tion that I could prescrible with as been numerous and enthusiastic the
the facts which are as follows: The San and affected hv this bill, are making tation of the lungs is indicated by a
HOUSE, Fair Ground Add. $6 per month.
cough, it would he an easy matter to
much confidence of success as I can Unwisdom of his nomination is con
NO DIVIDENDS,
HOUSE, Burgess street. $7 per month.
dusky, Mansfield & Newark railroad
HOUSE, Front street. $6 per month.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure, manufactured by ceded. The unaniminity with which
lost its identity eighteen or twenty years and the laboring classes are making no avert consumption. Be wise in time.
----IS
-----HOUSE, North Mulberry St.,$8,33 per m.
\ou. Have prescribed it a great many Gresham is spoken of by the editors
ago when it was swallowed up by the dividends. It seems to me our duty is
THE CHIEf
HOUSE, East Vine St. $6,50 per mom h.
Ex-Mayor Carter Harrison, of Chi
times and its effect is wonderful, and is another surprise. This, together
B. & 0., which company leased it until to stand between the railroads and the
For tho Bath, Toilet and Laundry.
HOUSE, (double) Mulberry St. $7 for half.
Show White and Absolutely Pure. would say in conclusion that I have with the fact that Evans the new na
1926, and now pays its annual rental of people, and acting in the capacity of a cago, has named an island in the Pa
HOUSE. Gay St. $t0 per month.
If yonr denier docs not keep Whit*. Cloud ’’onp. yet to find a case of Catarrh that it tional committeeman from Minnesota,
§201,850 therefor, and it has for the past great Board of Equalization, as to the cific Ocean after the Venice of the
HOUSE. Gav St. $4 per month.
OFFICE Rooms, corner Main and Gam Bend 10 cents for sample cake to tho makers. would not cure, il they would take it is a Gresham man, makes it altogether
eighteeen years been known as the rates, do even handed justice to all.
West. This is eminently satisfactory.
Ids, Hoarseness, vroup, asinma, ■
pin? Cough, Incipient ppnsuinp- 6
bier streets. Choice location.
according to directions.
likely that the North Star State dele
Lake Erie Division of the B. & O. R.
Gentlemen, I than you for your kind There is now a spot in the grand Pa
tion, and relieves consumptive I
DESIRABLE ROOMS, South Main St.
Yours truly,
gation will be found in the Gresham
persons ii, advanced stages of |
R,, and is one of the best paying roads attention.
cific called Chicago and a place in Chi
CHICAGO.
the diseaso. price 2§
<pau-1
(Weaver Block,) conveniently arranged for
L. L. GORSUCH, M. D.,
rftnks. After Greshaip, Sherman is the
in the country, and indeed recently
tion. Tho Genuine Ue, putt’* I
cago called the Grand Pacific.
BoarJing House or Dwelling. Apply at once
I Couah Syrup is sold only in I
Office, 215 Summit St.
favorite, with Lincoln third, Allison
they have been contemplating the
Almost miraculous are some of the
Itr/iife teruppem, and bears our I
STEVKXS A CO..
RENTS COLLECTED tor noq-resi
registered Trade-Marks to wit: I
We will give $100 for any case of Ca fourth, Sheridan fifth.
doubling of the track in order to ac cures accomplished by the use of A purgative medicine should possess
A Bull’s Head in a Circle, a Bed-ii
dents and others, on reasonable terms.
DEALERS IN
tarrh that cannot he cured with Hall’s
.Strip Caution-Late’,, and the)
With candidates and a platform in
commodate the immense traffic which Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. In the case of R. tonic and curative, ns well ns cathartic
Ifac-siniile signatures of John W. ,
frit" Other tesirahle Farmsand City Prop
Cure. Taken internally.
line with party sentiment the old time
their single track can scarcely manage. L. King, Richmond, Va., who suffered properties. This combination of ingre
Bull tt A. C. Meyer it Co., Sole I
Flour, Feed, Seeds, Poultry, Catarrh F.
erty for Sale. ‘Correspondence solicited.
Prop
’
s,
Baltimore,
Md.,
U.
S.
A. I
J. Cheney & Co., Props.,
majority will he rolled up; with high
The capital stock of this road is §1,069,- for 47 years with an aggravated form dients may be found in Ayer’s Pills.
NO. 1 KREMLIN BLOCK,
■
Toledo, Ohio.
tariff candidates, the state would prob Chew Lange’s Plugs-The great Tobacco An. 000; the gross earnings in 1886 were §1,- of scrofula, Ayer’s Sarsaparilla effected They strengthen and stimulate the
HOWARD HARPER,
Telephone No. 89
Sold by all Druggists,75 cents.
Rj.il Estate Agent.
Mt.Vernon,q Mt. Vernon. O,
ably be Republican by a small majority. tidote!—Price IO I ts.—Sold by i 11 Druggists.
013,000, being almost 100 per cent., of •astonishing results.
bowels, causing natural action.
“I have used Simmons Liver
Regulator for many years, hav
ing made It my only Family
Medicine. My mother before
me Avas very partial to It. It is
a safe, good and reliable medi
cine for any disorder of tho
system, and If used In time is
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“Perfect Satisfaction,”

KIRK’S
V/rtTE-H

FLOATING

JRS. S. KIRK 5 CO.,

Rheumatism
It is an established, fact that Ilood’s Sar
saparilla has proven an lnvalua’blo remedy
tn many severo cases of rheumatism, effect
ing remarkahlo cures by Its powerful action
tn correcting tho acidity of tho blood, which
is tho cause of tho disease, and purifying
and enriching tho vital fluid.
It is certainly fair to assume that what
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has done for others It
will do for you. Therefore, If you suffer
tho pains and aches of rheumatism, give
this potent remedy a fair trial.
A Positive Cure.

“ I was troubled very much with rheuma
tism In my hips, ankles, and wrists. I
could hardly walk, and was confined to my
bed a good deal of tho time. Being rec
ommended to try Hood's Sarsaparilla, I
took four bottles and am perfectly well.
I cheerfully recommend Hood's Sarsaparilla
as one of tho best blood purifiers tn tho
world.” AV. F. Wood, Bloomington, Ill.
For Twenty Years

1 have been afflicted with rheumatism. Before
18831 found no relief, but grow worse. 1 then
began taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla, and it did
mo more good than all the other medicine I
ever had.” U. T. Bai.com, Shirley, Mass.
“ I suffered from what tho doctors called
muscular rheumatism. I took Hood’s Sar
saparilla and am entirely cured.” J. V. A.
Pkoudfoot, letter carrier, Chicago, Ill.
We shall be glad to send, free of charge
to all who may desire, n book containing many
additional statements of cures by

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggists. $1; six for $5. Made
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

IOO Doses One Dollar.
A pine tree was cut recently in Sul
livan county, Pa., which measured 7
feet 8 inches in diameter at the butt
and was cut into fourteen logs, which
scaled an aggregate of 13,179. Eightyfour feet from the butt was a branch
measuring 33 inches in diameter; 93
feet from the butt a second brunch
measured 25 inches in diameter.

1 had a severe attack of catarrh, and
became so deaf I could not hear com.
mon conversation. I suffered terribly
from roaring in my head. I procured
a hottie of Ely’s (’ream Balm, and in
three weeks could hear as well as 1
ever could, and now 1 can way to all
who arc afflicted with the worst of dis
eases, catarrh, take one hottie of Ely’s
Cream Balm and be cured. If is worth
§1,000 to any man, woman or child,
suffering from catarrh.—A. E. New
man, Grayling, Mich.
1mar2t

West Virginia has Republican clubs
composed exclusively of ex-Confederates. The Republican organs have not
a word to say against them, but were
they Democratic clubs the same organs
would he calling upon the entire coun
try to rise against them.
Don’t Get Caught
This Spring with your blood full of
impurities, your digestion impaired,
your appetite poor, kidneys and liver
torpid, and whole system liable to he
prostrated by by disease—but get your
self into good condition, and ready for
the changing and warmer weather, by
taking Hoou’s Sarsaparilla. It stands
unequalled for purifying the blood,
giving nn appetite, and for a general
Spring medicine.

Gen. Albert Pike never uses any hut
quill pens, and he careful preserves
them when they are worn out. 11c has
probably 10,(XX) old pens stored away
in his cup-boards.
Boils, pimples, hives,ringworm, tetter
and all other manifestations of impure
blood arc cured by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

A report of a most revolting case ST. LOriS Jl XE 5.
Wild Excitement at Columbus.
The number of Republican Presi
On Monday morning at an early
STATE AND NEIGHBORHOOD.
Mrs. Cleveland's Popularity.
The trial of the tally-sheet forgery comes from Alliance, Ohio. Charles
dential candidates in the field has early hour, Charles E. Baum, pro
For Mrs. Cleveland the entire South
The residence of Sebastian Kempf, has a genuine affection,'and nowhere
cases at Columbus, which has been pro Wingard, aged 24, and - his niece, Place and Date for the Democratic reached 18, without any Pennsylvanian prietor of the Baum house, at Miamis
gressing for the past three weeks, has Anna, Fox, aged 16, came from Mon
National Convention.
on the list, whieh stands as follows:
burg, Ohio, heard burglars at work on at Lima, was totally destroyed by fire has she warmer admirers than in this
L. HARPER, Editor and Proprietor become more and more exciting every roe, Michigan, and lived together as
city. Her name here is.almost a house
After a long but every way pleasant Sherman, Allison,
Hawley,
his safe. He opened fire on the thieves, Friday. Loss, $1,200.
word, and her face is familiar to
Sheridan, Gresham,
day. It is very’ evident that there has man and wife, after being married as contest, St. Louis has been agreed upon Cullom,
who began a fusilade on Baum. One ' James Copley, a bartender at Cleve hold
nearly every one, although few of our
Alger,
Morton,
Official Paper of the County. been some very hard swearing in the they claimed. After their whereabouts as the place and the .5th of June as the Foraker,
land,
Ohio,
died
from
the
effects
of
ex

of the shots struck him in a fatal spot,
people have seen her. Her beauty and
Depew,
Harrison Lincoln,
case, and that rank perjury has been was discovered, an officer from Monroe time for holding the next Democratic Hiscock,
and death is a question of a few hours cessive cigarette smoking.
youth, combined with her gentleness
Oglesby,
Bou
telle,
MOUNT VERNON, OHIO s
Uhrichville,-O., claims the oldest and and goodness, have given her a place in
committed is apparent to every one went to Alliance to arrest them on a National Convention to nominate can Blair,
Miller,
Phelps, W. W. only. The robbers succeeded in getting
-----------—----------who reads the testimony. The man charge of incest. Upon being found didates for President and Vice Presi
$700. The hotel is in the principal part youngest veterans, and the oldest son of their hearts, and they would like noth
ing better than to take her ' to their
THURSDAY MORNING....MAR. 1,1888.
Governor Gray, of Indiana, is now of the town, and the wonder is that the a veteran "of the late war.
Granville, who admitted that he com they expressed a willingness to return dent. The time first agreed upon was
homes and show her their appreciation
coming
to
the
front
as
the
most
prom

Burglars
carried
away
$1<X)
worth
of
mitted the forgery, and has been used as to Michigan without a requisition from the third of July, but this was in anti
thieves could escape as they did, with
of her in their own hospitable fashion.
inent
Democratic
candidate
for
Vicecigars and $3 in change from the store As she rides along our streets to-day she
Democratic Judicial Conven the principal witness for the prosecution, the Governor, but asked for a little cipation of the Convention being held
out leaving a clue.
need not feel that she is a stranger.
of Adam Fogel at Orrville.
has also admitted that he committed time to prepare for the journey, which in Chicago or San Francisco, but when President. He is a very able and pop
tion.
She will be among friends.—Savannah
A
t William Means’, six miles south
ular
man,
and
.
a
glorious
Democrat.
Contracts
for
the
erection
of
a
new
St.
Louis
came
off
victorious
in
the
was
granted.
The
officer
upon
return

The Democratic Judicial Convention perjury when he testified before the
News.
Personally, we would prefer Senator of Hillsboro, O., on last Thursday night,
of the First Sub-division of the'Sixth grand jury; every material statement ing to take them back to Michigan, contest, it was wisely determined to Dan Voorliies; but Gov. Gray will be the young people had a party. For city hall, at Cincinnati, were let Friday.
Mahone Has the Bee in His Cap.
District of . Ohio, composed^of the he has made has been contradicted by was horrified to find the guilty pair had change the time to June 5th, as the entirely satisfactory to the Democracy. fun, two sisters named Storer slipped The amount aggregate $504;68.
Richmond, Va., Feb 25.—A prominent
Edmund
Daniels,
of
Wooster,
has
weather
will
be
more
pleasant
then
shot
themselves,
after
leaving
notes*
to
the
testimony
of
other
witnesses.
counties of Delaware, Knox and Lick
out, put on dough faces, wrapped them
Republican who is a close friend of
Allen O. Myers, one of the parties in their friends making known their pur than during midsummer.
ing, will meet at Newark, Licking
Joe Davis, a noted crook, who robbed selves in sheets, and returning scared been held for the murder of his aged Gen. Mahone to-night told the World
wife, and committed to jail without
Mr. Cleveland will be renominated the Barnesville post-office, has been ar
county, Ohio, Wednesday,’ March 14, dicted, was placed on the witness stand pose. The girl said she would rather
correspondent that Sherman’s friends
four girls into a faint. Two soon recov
in the North strongly favor Mahone for
1888, at 1:30 o’clock p. m., for^the pur on Friday, and was examined by Mr. die with her uncle lover than to return by acclamation, and his election will rested at Chicago, and taken back to ered, but two, Misses Dora Eakins and bail.
Ren Wuertz, a boy at Dayton, acci Vice President on the Republican
follow with reasonable certainty. Sam- Barnesville for trial. It is believed that
pose of nominating a "candidate for Mills, a smart Chicago criminal lawyer, to her parents.
Lizzie Chaney, have been frightfully de dentally shot himself through the arm Presidential ticket, and that this scheme
---- i»----------iiel J. Tilden was nominated at St.
Common Pleas Judge. The respective who was brought on for the express
The big strike on the Chicago, Bur Louis and elected, but was cheated out he knows something about the murder lirious since, screaming and yelling all with a flobert rifle. The wound is ser has also the approbation of Sherman.
counties above named Are entitled to purpose of “matching” Hon. John Mc- lington and Quincy Railroad, so long
of millionaire Snell. He is a desperate the time. Their recovery is despaired
He further stated that when Mahone
ious.
was in Washington some days ago the
representation in said Convention on Sweeney. Allen and Mills had a rough talked about, commenced at Chicago of the Presidency by a gang of con character, and has served two years in of.
R. H. Warner, a sewing machine Sherman-Mahone ticket was most fa This powder never varies. A marvel of
the basis of one delegate for every 100 and tumble contest, which lasted the early on Monday morning. As this is spirators. Such a thing will never be the Ohio penitentiary for counterfeiting.
purity, strength and wholesomeness. More
agent
of Medina, has been arrested on vorably talked of by the friends of economical
tolerated
in
this
country
again.
To
read
the
letters
and
dispatches
of
than the (ordinary Rinds, and
votes cast for Hon. T. E. Powell for entire day. It was Greek against the largest Railroad corporation in the
both
parties
from
various
sections
of
Johm M. Langston, (colored) of Vir the Republican correspondents of the the charge of embezzling $600 and is
cannot be sold in competition with the mul
THE CALL OF the CONVENTION:
Governor at the November election in Greek, but the general conclusion West, having 6,000 miles of main and
the I nion.
titude of low test, short weight alum or
The National Democratic Committee ginia, ex-Minister to Hayti, expresses Cincinnati Enquirer,one might be led to now in jail.
1887, and one for every fraction of 50 seemed to be that Allen came out a leased lines and employing over 14,phosphate powders. Sold only in cans.
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Andrews,
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Conventions.
Royal Raking Powder Co., IOC Wall street,
believe
that
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a
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little ahead. The fight was to have 000 men, the strike will prove a serious on the 22d day of February, 1888, has
votes and over so cast.
New York.
6oct87'ly
nominated, cannot be elected. That fathomable breach between President sold his entire herd of Bates shorthorn
BEPCBLICAN.
DEMOCRATIC.
been renewed on Saturday, but one of
W. B. Dunbar, Chairman,
I 1868, New York.
inconvenience to travelers and shippers. appointed Tuesday, the 5th day of June is just what the Democrats and a great Cleveland and Governor Hill, of New cattle to T. C. Anderson, of Sideview, 1868, Chicago.
Knox County, the jurors got on a spree and failed to The company has offers from an im next, at noon, as the time and chosen
1872, Philadelphia. | 1872, Cincinnati.
1876, Cincinnati.
187<i, St. Louis.
put in an appearance, and court ad mense number of men to take the the city of St. Louis as the place for many Republicans say, although Mr. York. With these hired scribblers the Kentucky.
John Tucker, Secretary,
1880, Cincinati.
holding the National Democratic Con Sherman is probably as strong a man wish is no doubt father to the thought.
Mrs. Sarah Hazlett of Hopewell, 1880, Chicago.
Licking County, journed until Monday.
1884, Chicago.
1884, Chicago
places of the strikers; but of course it vention. Each State is entitled to a
---- OF----Licking county, who broke her thigh 1888, Chicago.
1888, St. Louis.
On Saturday afternoon there was a will take some time to assign them to representation therein equal to double as the Republican party can boast of.
Stephen Potter,
Boss Platt, of New York, has been by falling on the ice, died of her in
Delaware County, street fight between Bob Montgomery, proper places. The suburban trains the number of its Senators and Repre
A fishery treaty has been concluded down in Washington during the past
Consumption Cured.
Democratic District Judicial Com. the defendant in the case now on trial, around Chicago are still running, but sentatives in the Congress of the Uni between the United States and Eng week on a political mission, his object juries, aged 65.
An
old
physician, retired from prac
ted
States,
and
each
territory
and
the
About a mile west of Cridesville, Au
and George Beaton, an ex-Clerk in the no long-run or freight trains are mov District of Columbia have two dele land; but the people of Nova Scotia do being, it is said, to form a Shermantice, having had placed in his hands
glaize
county,
a
big
oil
well
was
drilled
Governor’s office, in front of the Neil ing at present. The 25,000 members gates.
by an East India missionary the formu
not seem to be pleased with it, claiming Hiscock combination between Ohio
N PURSUANCE of an order of the Pro
All Democratic and conservative citi that it is a surrender to the United and New York. Sherman is awfully in Wednesday, and it is said to be the la of a simple vegetable remedy for the
House. Montgomery took Beaton to of the Engineer’s Brotherhood through
late Court of Knox county, Ohio, I will
To the Democracy of Knox task for saying that he was drunk. The
speedy and permanent cure of Con offer
best in that field.
zens of the United States, irrespective States. The Yankee fishermen are also
for sale at Public Auction on
out the country will be called upon to of past political associations and differ
tickled with Platt’s programme; but the
sumption,
Bronchitis,
Catarrh,
Asthma,
Vincent Connolly’s clothing caught
County.
lie passed, and blows followed. They contribute of their earnings to the sup ences, who can unite with us in the ef dissatisfied with the treaty, because it Depew men shake their heads.
and all throat and Lung Affections, al
in a belt at the Lima machine works so a positive and radical cure for Ner Saturday, March 24th, A. I).,
An act lately passed by the General were both powerful men, and each was port of the families of the strikers.
fort for pure, economical and constitu restricts their field of operations.
on
Saturday, and he was dashed to vous Debility and all Nervous Com
Assembly of the State of Ohio, pro pretty well pummelled.
tional government are cordially invited
The ferry steamer Julia, plying be
1888,
plaints, after having tested its wonder
The bill to create four, new States, tween South Valejo and Vallejo Station death in an instant.
vides for the election of an additional
Public Printer Benedict, who ap to join us in sending delegates to the
This was followed by another fight
ful curative powers in thousands of Between the hours of 10 a. m. ami 3 p. ill.,
convention.
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old
soldier,
and
late

which
a
majority
of
the
House
com

in California, exploded on Monday
Judge ot the Common Pleas Court of between Fred Steube, a former watch peared before the House Printing Com
cases, has felt it his duty to make it upon the premises, the following described
William II. Barnum,
mittee on Territories has agreed to re morning just as she was leaving her ly an inmate of the Soldiers’ Home, known to his suffering fellows. Actua real estate, situate in Knox county, and
the 1st stib-Division of the 6th Judicial man at the Court House, also under in mittee a few days ago, testified that by
' Chairman,
was
found
dead
in
his
bed
at
a
lodging
port, is peculiar in that it allows women mooring, to cross the strait, and was
ted by this motive and a desire to re State of Ohio, in Union township:
District, composed of the counties of dictment, and Prosecutor Huling. reducing the pay-roll of the office he
Frederick O. Prince,
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lieve human suffering, I will send free number
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Secretary,
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“
All
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”
being
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completely wrecked. Some thirty or
Licking, Delaware and Knox, said elec Steube accused Huling of having per saved the people between $150,000 and
fourteen (14), in range ten (10) U.
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this
reNational
Democratic
Committee.
Win.
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Rockwell,
of
Lebanon,
has
S. M. land, estimated to contain sexenty-five
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appointed
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The Committee adjourned to meet in suggested for New Mexico and Taco- ies have been recovered.
night. Huling denied it; whereupon made other reductions in the way of
election.
sioners ot Warren county to succeed with full directions for preparing ana veyed to Solomon C. Workman by Joshua
St.
Louis
on
Monday,
June
4,
1888.
mall for Washington Territory.
using. Sent by mail by addressing with Muring and wife by deed dated February
It is ordered by the Democratic Cen Steube screamed out, “If the law will type, ink, machinery, &c. The fact is,
The Secretary of the Illinois State the late Harry Wilson.
stamp, naming this paper, W.A. Noyes, 15th, 1867, recorded in record of deeds for
tral Committee of Knox county, that not protect me, I’ll protect myself,” under Republican management, the Democratic Congressional Campaign
Ed.
Sliry,
of
Chillicothe,
brakeman
Knox County, Ohio, in Book No. 58, page
The dispatches in regard to the con Democratic Central Committee has is
N. Y.
329.
( on the C., W. & B. road, fell between 149 Power’s Block, Rochester,
you meet in Mass Convention at the and gave Huling a terrible blow, knock Government Printing office was a sort
dec29-eow
Committee.
dition of the Crown Prince are very sued a call to the chairman and secre the cars at Blanchester, had a leg broke
Also the following described real estate:
Court House, on Saturday, March 10, ing him down. The police at once put a of hospital for political invalids, who
Representative J. F. Jones of Ala contradictory. One says he is reported taries of the Indiana, Ohio, Michigan, and his head badly cut.
Out of the South half of lot number four
DO
YOU
USE
teen (14), situate in Knox county, Ohio, in
1888, at 2 p. m., to select delegates to stop to further proceedings. The at were not qualified to fill a situation in bama, chairman of the Democratic to be able to be out, and is looking Wisconsin, Minnesota, Nebraska and
Ed. Loftus struck It. II. Edwards on
range ten (10), township seven (7), quarter
the Democratic Judicial Convention, tack upon the part of Steube was un a western x roads printing office. Mr. Congressional Campaign Committee, and feeling , much better, and this is
the
head
with
a
piece
of
coal
during
a
one
(1), estimated to contain twenty-live
Iowa committees for a meeting March
Benedict has very properly discharged on the part of the House of Repre supplemented by another report that
to be held at Newark, on March 14.
provoked and outrageous.
(25) acres, and being the same premises con
quarrel
at
Columbus,
fracturing
bis
6th, at Chicago, to organize for co-opera skull. Loftus escaped.
Send a jiostal for Catalogue to
veyed to Solomon C. Workman by Stephen
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E. W.Tulloss,
As may well be supposed, these street these drones, and the office turns out sentatives has appointed the following he is getting worse every day, without
J. M. TIIORItl R.% A CO.,
Workman, by deetl dated March 23d 1863,
tive campaign work.
There is a rumor afloat that Adam 15 JOHN STREET.
Secretary.
Chairman.
scenes created the most intense excite more and better work than it ever did as the executive committee: Benton the slightest hope ot recovery.
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Knox county record of deeds.
St. Louis, Cleveland and Victory.
ment in Columbus, and there were before at a saving of thousands upon McMillin, Tennessee; R. W. Townsend,
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The young man proved his identify by He seems to be a hardened little wretch. and Miss Kate Moriarity,aged 23, died Descriptive of the Soil, Climate,
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Sunbury, Pa., his former home, and West Virgina; George Hearst, Cali and beaten by an Ohio man. Cleveland
Thursday last.
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Bee.
of the superior court of Cincinnati, died
For President.
He made a large fortune in the balk charged with having none but Repub the Journal is a live newspaper, and was released on $10,000 bond, but
W. 0. Gresham. of Indiana,
The Castor Oil Trust has succeeded ing business, as the leading member of licans appointed on the county com has added to its machinery a Hoe Per Beatty still languishes in jail, being
on Thursday last, aged 76. In his prime
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unable
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Walter Phelps, of New Jersey.
he was one of the leading attorneys of
in raising the cost of that purgative the firm of Corcoran & Riggs, and gave
commodity from 40 cents to $1.24 per away many fortunes in deeds of charity and if well founded, will have the effect 25,000 copies per hour.
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The work of rebuilding Mt. Vernon,
Osceola, Pa., who had been reading
A prisoner named Frank Stumpe, dime novels, kidnapped the fifteen year amounting to some $20,000,000. Flood terly hopeless. The patient has been
Ill., has been commenced in earnest, ing. In 1847 he purchased the site of
The attendance at the great dog show
T II
and the town is rapidly rising from its Oak Hill Cemetery, Georgetown, ex in the Ohio Penitentiary, received from old daughter of R. J. Walker, and lock is said to be losing his mind, and fan handed over entirely to the specialists, in New York, during the past week has
pended about $120,(XX) in improving it, Cincinnati for passing counterfeit ed her up in his father’s printing office, cies he will end his d'ays in the alms Drs. Krause and Kussmaul.
ruins.
been immense, numbering 10,(XX) peo
and presented it to his native town. money, refused to be taken to the
house. He is a complete wreck, men
John C. New, of Indiana, says Sena The Corcoran Gallery of Art he estab prison court on Saturday to answer a under threats of murder if she made a
The Democrats will feel greatly dis ple in a single evening. An English
tally and physically.
tor Harrison is the choice of the Re lished in 1857, spending about $300,000 charge of violating the prison rules;- noise, explains his conduct by saying
appointed, indeed grieved, because Mr. rough-coated collie 6old for $1,500.
that
he
wished
to
create
a
sensation
by
publicans of the Hoosier State for in fitting it up, and in addition estab and when guard Knode ordered
Mrs. Joseph Ammor, of Cleveland, Blaine has determined that nis name
Four baby lions were born to one of
keeping the child until a reward was
President.
lishing an endowment fund of nearly a Stumpe to accompany him he was offered for her return. The young who has been confined in jail for con shall not go before the Chicago Conven Uncle John Robinson’s lionesses,at Cin
tempt of court, in refusing to leveal tion “under any circumstances.” We cinnati, on Monday. “Mother and
You will not get an original Blaine million dollars for its benefit. The struck several blows with a hammer, scamp is now in jail.
him nominated.
the whereabouts of Miss Josie Blann, all wanted-----------10 I1VH
.«
babies are doing as well as could be ex Xtlv. V
man in the United States to admit that war interrupted his plans with respect ami his eyes nearly gouged out; where
•-----------“Deacon” Richard Smith of the Cin an alleged idiot and heir to about $35,Mr. Blaine is out of the race for Presi to this structure, but at its close he en upon in self-defence, he sent a bullet
A Cleveland preacher on last Sun pected under the circumstances.”
tered upon the work with increased through the vicious fellow’s head, kill cinnati Commercial Gazette, lately de 000, has been released, and has gone day took for his theme, suggested by
dent this year.
Billy Mahone is said to be growing
energy and transferred his entire col ing him instantly. The coroner who livered an address before the Indiana back to her aristocratic, Euclid Avenue the recent tornado at Mt. Vernon, Ill.,
cold
towards John Sherman since he
New York and Cincinnati each re lection of paintings, statuary and works made an investigation, reported that it Republican editors, in which it is al home.
id
“What the devil has to do with torna discovered that the kOhio Senator was
ceived one vote for the Democratic of art to it.
leged
he
declared
the
Republican
doc

WHICH IN MANY INSTANCES
was a case of justifiable homocide.
Dr. A. G. Byers, who is always start does.” That is the way. The “devil” fixing several other Vice President
National Convention. "Small favors
----------- «----------trine to be “ a tariff for revenue, with ling the world with new ideas about the
Another of his large public gifts is
is blamed for everything.
strings to his bow.
thankfully received.”
In the old town of Mercersburg, Pa., incidental protection.” That kind of the State charitable and penal institu
the Louise Home which he founded in
Reed, of Ross, has introduced a bill
memory of his wife. It is intended as they have every year regularly a bitter talk will make the “Deacon” a Free tions has got a notion into his head that
In the election of a member of Par
Columbus whisky must be of a very
a home for aged women of refinement fight on the “cow question”—that is, Trader; for the Republican doctrine is the penitentiary in Columbus should in the Legislature lequiring sleeping- liament for the Doncaster division o
The Stock is CLEAN and in GOOD CONDITION and
demoralizing character, when it reduces
and education, who by reverses of for whether the cows of the town shall be “a tariff for protection, with incidental be abolished, and 'Mansfield made the car companies to pay 2 per cent, of the West Riding of Yorkshire the lib will be offered at
a juror to a condition that he can not
tune have been reduced from affiuence permitted to run at large, and pasture revenue.”
place for “educating convicts.” What their receipts to the Treasurer of State, eral unionist candidate was elected by a
find the court house.
under a penalty of $50 for neglecting majority of 211.
to poverty. This building cost about upon the streets. At a special election
At the late election in Philadelphia next?
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comply with the law.
$200,000,
and
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an
endowment
fund
Home Rule is gaining strength every
there was a falling off in the Repub
The best way to stop the partisan
The Prohibitionists of Delaware are
day. The Gladstonians feel confident, in addition of about $300,000. Mr. Cor submitted to a vote of the people. The lican vote of 23,019, while the Demo
H
eavy snowstorms continue through the first in the field. They have nomi FAMILIES,
HOTELS AND BOARDING HOUSES
complaints
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concerning
“
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ballots
were
printed,
“
For
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Cow
”
coran
has
also
made
large
and
valuable
while the Tories are downcast and are
cratic vote fell off only 5,476. The
INVITED TO ATTEND EARLY.
gifts to the Washington Orphan Asy and “Against the Cow,” and the “Cow Philadelphia Record says this shows regularities in the mail service would out Europe, causing a general stop nated a full ticket for the spring elec
becoming desperate.
be to remove a lot of the partisan pos page of traffic. In many places drifts tion.
lum, Columbian University and many Ticket” was defeated by only twelve
------------ •-----------The Chillicothe Board of Trade has institutions in the South. lie also gave votes. So the cows will have to be that “there is more fight in the bosom tal clerks who were inherited by the are several feet deep. Fears are enter
ALL GOODS MUST BE PAID FOR BEFORE LEAV
Inquiry by Republican Clubs.
of
Democracy
than
there
has
been
for
started out with a membership of over $100,OCX) to the Church of the Ascen cooped up for a year to come.
Department from former Administra tained of a sudden thaw which may
Have you read our Jimmie's letter?
ING THE STORE
many
a
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At
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are
moving
cause disastrous floods.
150 of the substantial business men of sion in Washington. To the University
tions.—Philadelphia Record.
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There is intense excitement in Salem,
the “Ancient Metropolia.”
PRODUCE PURCHASED.
of Virginia he made gifts amounting to Columbiana county, in regard to the finite ends there is speculation in their
What Jimmie’s going to do?
As for the Democrats, they know
There is an animated contest among
—
Washington
Critic.
Speaker Carlisle has been visiting about $200,000, besides a library of new water works, just completed by a eyes.”
the Democratic aspirants for Common that the nomination of John Sherman
a sick son at Wichita, Kansas, and dur about 4,000 volumes.
Pleas
Judge in Licking county. The at Chicago would signify the almost Tonic, Alternavite and Cathartic.
Boston company. The contract was
The Democratic members of the
Mr. Corcoran’s private lifo has been for a supply of pure spring water; but
ing his absence Sam Cox has wielded
names announced are John David certain election of any candidate that
Simmons Liver Regulator cures ma
Committee
of
Ways
and
Means
have
as pure and unostentatious as his pub the company erected a dam, which not
laria, biliousness, dyspepsia, headache,
the
Democratic
Convention
could
put
tho gavel with his usual ability.
Jones,
J.
E.
Lawhead
and
T.
W.
Phil

constipation and piles. It is most effect
lic benefactions have been munificent only receives water from two sprfngs, the new Tariff Bill nearly completed, lips. The question will be settled by a up.—New York Sun.
ive in starting the secretions of the liver
and
has made his named loved and re but the drainage of the country around, and it will probably be presented to popular election on the 10th of March.
Two Pittsburgh detectives, who went
The Deaf and Dumb Asylum at Ful causing the bile to act as a purge.
down to Wellsvillo to collect evidence spected in his native city and through including barn-yards, pig-pens and out the House to-day. The Republican
When there is an excess of bile in the
members of the Committee are doing
Wm. Means, President, and John R. ton, Mo., was fired by an electric wire stomach, the Regulator is an active
against some liquor sellers, were mob out the country.
houses. The State Board of Health everything in their power to postpone
on
Monday
evening,
and
completely
purge; after the removal of the bile it
DeCamp, Vice President, of the Me
bed on Friday and pretty roughly
Blaine Declares that His Declination have pronounced the water impure, action on the subject, so as to prevent tropolitan National Bank, Cincinnati, destroyed. The building cost the State will regulate the bowels and impart AN OVEPvCOAT purchased now is a Splendid Investment,
handled.
and this is why the people are boiling the passage of any tariff legislation
vigor and health to the whole system. We want the money, not profit. We want room for SPRING
is Sincere.
have been indicted by the United $500,000. The insurance on the struct
indignation.
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session
of
Congress.
Russia and Austria have reached no
Mr. T. C. Crawford, tho European over .with-----------ure
was
only
$55,000.
STOCK, and are willing to make it pay you handsomely if
States Grand Jury, for knowingly and
e-----------FRAMING
joint ground of understanding in re Correspondent of the New York World,
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During the first twelve weeks of the
A stranger, in reading the testimony cheapest at Arnold’s. Bring in your
The Jasper Monument was unveiled willfully misapplying the funds of the
lation to Bulgaria. Negotiations con had a talk with Mr. Blaine, in Florence,
bank
to
the
amount
of
$234,288.
just
what we say.
present session of Congress, there have at Savannah, Georgia, on Wednesday
brought out in the tally-sheet forgery pictures and get prices.
tinue—not directly, but through Prince Italy, a few days ago, on the subject of
«_____ _—•----------been introduced 19,020 bills and joint liftt, in the presence of an immense
Car loads of provisions are pouring case at Columbus, would readily con
Bismarck.
the Presidency. Mr. Blaine declared resolutions in the House and Senate.
If you want a first-class 5 or 10 cent
that his letter, declining to be a candi Of this number 31 have passed both crowd of people. Governor Gordon de into Mt. Vernon, Ill., for theJJ unfor clude that it was. the Cincinnati En cigar, go to Beardslee’s Drug Store.
Tiie large iron manufacturing estab
livered the leading address of the oc tunate people who suffered by^the late quirer and Johnny McLean that were
Do not worry about making your Boys Shirt-Waists
lishment of Graff, Bennett & Co., at date, was sincere, and was the result of branches of Congress and have been casion. Sergeant William Jasper was destructive cyclone. Money is wanted under indictment.
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much
deliberation
and
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thought.
signed by the President. The number a hero from the ranks, who distinguish
Pittsburgh, has failed, but under an
Prepared
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’
s
Drug
Store.
and
Shirts, when you can buy them to fit to perfection and
as well as food, as the people wish to
The people of Columbus should
order of court the assignee will operate He said: “A man who has once been a of bills introduced to date is over 30 ed himself during the Revolutionary replace their homes that were destroy
elegant
patterns. Please call. We are displaying our New
Paint
Brushes,
White
Wash
Brushes
candidate of his party and defeated per cent, greater than at this period of
heartily rejoice when that disgraceful and Artists’ Brushes, at Beardslee’s.
the two mills.
SPRING
STYLES IN
owes it to his party to withdraw, and the last Congress. If bills continue to war, for his many brave and daring ed, and money alone can do it.
tally-sheet business is over. Without
The Presidential party had a most not be a candidate a second time.” He pour in at the present rate the number deeds.
Cheap
Uglit,
If Senator Sherman should fail called exception, it is the most abominable
l
You can buy more coal oil for 60 cts
delightful trip to Florida, and were en added: “I could not go through the will reach 20,000 before adjournment.
A cotemporary gives this definition upon to give a perfectly frank opinion case that ever came before a court of
at Beardslee’s Drug Store, than any
tertained in elegant style, every way burden and fatigue of another Presi
J^-KITE FREE TO EVERY 11OY.
of the word “Trust:” It means a com of his chances for the Presidency, he justice in Ohio.
place in the city.
Prof. W. A. Price, formerly of bination of those engaged in the man
characteristic of the warm-hearted peo dential canvass, such a one as the can
would probably quote from that illus
Politicians say that Governor Hill
vass of the last campaign.” He con Xenia, but more recently of James ufacture of an article of general con trious dame who said, “Sometimes I
ple of the South.
Foot Rot and Ileel Fly.
McDougall’s Dressing will cure Foot
cluded by stating, with an air of frank town, who has been claiming all along sumption with a view to maintaining thinks, and then again I don’t know.”— will nominate Mr. Cleveland at the St.
John Sherman to James G. Blaine: ness: “I can now come back quietly, that he had a fortune of $566,000 left the selling price at a figure far above
Louis Convention. Quaint overtures Rot in sheep. Sold only at Beardslee’s
THE CLOTHIER, HATTER AND FURNISHER. Kirk Block, Main Street,
“I want to know, you know, if your de after the convention has decided the re him by a rich relation in England, what it would be if free competition New York Herald.
are alleged to have been made by Gov Diug Store.
South-west Corner Public Square, Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
clination is genuine or bogus.” Blaine sult, and enjoy my life in my own way, which he has been investing in various were permitted. It is a sort of domes
Since “there went out a decree from ernor Hill to both the President and Mange on Dogs and IIoiseN
to Sherman—Put on your spects and free, I hope, from further criticism or speculations in anticipation of its ar tic high tariff protection.
Can be cured by two or three applica
Ceasar Augustus that all the world Mayer Hewitt.
tions of McDougall’s Dressing. Sold at
read for yourself.
should be taxed,” there have been few
comment.” This all looks fair and rival, has suddenly left, after victimiz
Charles E. Henry, a young gambler Beardslee’s Drug Store.
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from London, Canada, who shot and
It is believed that the sugar Trust
Mt. Vernon Public Library.
communicating to his wife the place of can, who, through jealousy, murdered makes the poor man pay extra for
killed Effie Moore, a variety actress at
“combine” will take from the pockets by it? Time will determine.
By order of the Board of Trustees the
his destination. He is believed to be his mistress, a beautiful half-breed Pue fuel, food, bedclothes and tools.— Denver, entered a plea of “transitory
of the American people millions of dol
Library Building will be opened forSome of the “boodle” politicians in a fraud and rascal of the first water.
blo Indian girl, and then cut up a»d Zanesville Signal.
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lars annually. Down with all swind Pennsylvania are endeavoring to work
threw her body into the Brazos river,
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ling Trusts, say we.
up a presidential boom forSenator Don
The Chillicothe Advertiser says that where it was found by fishermen, was
Twenty-five Republican editors in of acquittal ! ---- «-----JUST OPENED,
ruary 15th, at 7 o’clock. All are in
Affairs in Peru are in a serious vited.
A fire in the upper story of the Cameron. Cameronffias no fitness for on the 22d ult., Thomas Massie, form captured in Minneapolis a few days Minnesota have declared themselves in
Commencing Thursday, February
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s
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in
New
York
now
been granted a stay of execution by Ohio delegation to Blaine or anybody has been arrested, charged with em
ago from the heavy weight of snow “declination.” It will be of short du say that if they cannot have Blaine they visitors from 4:30 to 5:30 p. m.
Kant High Street and Public Square.
the Circuit Court, until the motion for to beat Sherman. Harmony surmounts bezzlement and forgery, and fraudulent upon the roof. Four men were killed ration. Blaine’s friends will not allow
F. L. Fairchild, Pres.
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Henry L. Curtis, Sec’y. feb-16-tf
will take Depew. •
new trial can be heard.
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Sherman to be nominated.
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RAILROAD NOTES.

ANOTHER BURGLARY.

Mr. J. F. Stoeckle Relieved ««
Mtwlioii Agent nt Mt. Ver
non—Other Items of
Interest.

Bird’s Hardware Store Raided
and Two of the Operators
Captured at Newark.

THE JIMIP.

The Democratic Nominating
Some time during tlie after portion of
Contention Will ProbThursday night burglars effected an en
Mr. Joe F Stoeckle. for several years the
ably
be
Held
Electric Light.
TELEPHONE COWWEU'I ION.
trance to tlie hardware store of William
accommodating station agent of the Cleve
March
14.
Bird A Sons and secured about $200 worth
land, Akron & Columbus road for this city,
MOUNT VERNON, 0....... MAR. 1. 1888. was relieved from duty, Tuesday evening, What Prominent Citizens Have of revolvers, razors, cutlery, pocket knives,
etc. Tlie rear portion of the room abuts
and his place supplied by Mr. Pat Joyce, of
to Say on the Subjec t—Revised upon Plum alley. The operators secured a 1 he Republicans Will Name
LOCAL BREVITIES.
Columbus. If the statement going the
Judge Buckingham and
Figures Still In the Lend—Pros ladder against the wall, broke a hole in tlie
rounds is to be believed the means adopted
— Circuit Court will convene next Tues to entrap Mr. Stoeckle were anything but
pect of Six Mouths irarkuess glass of tlie upper sash of the window, turn
Hope to Win by tlie
ed the fastener, and were inside in a jiff? .
day.
fair and honorable. Mr. Stoeckle’s state
on the Streets.
Still Hunt
A confederate was placed on watch on
— Mr. H. C. Swetland is making some at ment is to the effect that several weeks ago,
Main street to observe tlie movements of
tractive improvements to the interior of liis Charlie Wilkinson, a drug clerk, recently of
Tactics.
A group of gentlemen were congregated the policeman on the beat. (Joe Bell), and
storeroom.
this city, but now of Canton, came to the
— It is rumored that Mr. Neff has given station one Saturday evening to negotiate in a down town store the other evening, the work of ransack i ig beg in. A gas jet
It is now evident tliat there will be a con
his valuable collection of curiosities to Ken for the purchase of a ticket to California, discussing the all absorbing question of burned all night in ;j,e center of tlie room
yon college.
via the Southern route. Wilkinson said the electric light, and it was very evident from and the rifled si.- w cases are located in the test for tlie position of Common Pleas Judge
— "Mixed Pickles,” at the Opera House ticket was not for himself but for a friend the tone of tlieir remarks, that a strong re front portion near the entrance. The burg in tliis subdivision of the Sixth Judicial
Saturday night,is pronounced u farce-comedy and urged a reduction from the regular fare. action had taken place since the last meet lars were probably engaged for half an hour District, at the election, provided for in tlie
that is irresistibly funny.
Mr. Stoeckle “shaded” tlie California end ing of Council, and the revised report of in making ibeir selections, as many pack special act for an additional Judge, passed
— Rev Dr. Taylor, of Wooster, will oc of the ticket, on which, he says, a "cut rate” the special committee had been published. ages were torn open and left behind. Hav recently by the Legislature. Immediately
cupy the pulpit of the Presbyterian church existed, and Wilkinson bought the ticket. Two of the gentlemen stated that tlieir ing secured tlieir booty the cracksmen pro after the bill became a law the statement
on Sunday next, morning and evening.
The ticket was never used, but falling into names bad been appended to tlie "protest,” ceeded to the B. A O. R.R. and boarded one was made by Republican attorneys tliat if
— Four cars of a B. it O. freight junqed the bands of the IL & 0. road, was reported but in the light of the facts subsequently of tlie south bound freight trains and went the Democrats would nominate an accept
the track near Israel’s Oil mill yesterday to C., A. & C. headquarters at Akror. Both presented, they bad reconsidered their ac to Newark. Four men are supi>osed to able jierson their party would not make a
afternoon, delaying traffic several hours.
roads are members of the Central traffic as tion and now proposed to labor and vote have been engaged on the job and there is contest or name a candidate Notwith
— Mr. Hiram Switzer, as Receiver, offers sociation and one of the rules imposes a for the success of the proposition. One of evidence that they halted near McConnell’s standing the fact that tlie Democrats have
p>r sale a one year's lease of the Geo. Riley heavy penalty for violating the provision the gentlemen stated that he was recently warehouse to divide the swag, as a long-bar not yet held their convention and conse
farm. See advertiesment in another column. against cutting rates. Mr. Stoeckle says he at Canton and made a personal investiga reled revolver with a shoulder rest was quently its action could not he anticipated
— Proceedings have been commenced in did not cut tlic rate over the association tion, satisfying himself of the utility as found near the spot, where it had been tlie Republicans of the district have con
cluded to name a candidate in the person of
pie Probate Court for the appropriation of lines, and each road would have received its well as tlie cheapness of electric light, pro thrown away.
The Coluinbns Evening Dispatch of Satur Hon. Jerome Buckingham, who was de
property for the opening of McKenzie street. full share of the pro rata. On Tuesday Mr. vided tlie city owned and operated its own
day contained the following special from feated one year ago, last fall, for the same
— Richard Britt has been bound over to S. was summoned to Akron, the matter laid plant.
*♦*
jiosition. That Judge Buckingham is anx
Newark:
conrt by ’Squire Atwood, on a charge of before him and the ticket produced in evi
It is a notorious fact that many others
“Marshal Rickenbaugli captured two ious to make the race is evidenced by the
assault and battery preferred by Shannon dence. He admitted the charge, and Gen
Suet.
eral Passenger Agent Wood gave him the who unwitingly put their names to the crooks here having in their possession a fact tliat lie has been at Delaware and Mt
" protest,” have undergone a change of large valise filled with a general assortment Vernon consulting with the party managers,
— London, Madison county, with a popu bounce and told him to repair to Mt. Ver
mind
and are noW the avowed advocates of of knives, revolvers, razors and scissors. and mapping out a plan of campaign, which
lation of 4,COO, has a telephone exchange’ non and turn the office over to Mr. Joyce.
electric light. One of these, a business They sold tlie entire lot to Thomas Keller must necessarily be a brief one, owing to
but thefc are only 12 "hello” offices in the Friends of Stoeckle claim that the General
town.
Passenger Department of the C., A. A C. man, said: "Tlie claim of tlie Gas Company for $3. When arrested they threatened the the short time intervening until the spring
— An article on the condition of winter "had it in” for Mr. S., and a B. A 0. man that it has at different times voluntarilj re Marshal witli violence and attempted to election, which will occur on Monday, the
wheat throughout theconntry is published was’employed to entrap him. If this story duced the price of gas, may be true, but escape, but lie held them at the point of liis 2d of April. It is officially announced tliat
on the first i>age, and will be of interest to is true tlie transaction will not redound to they only took this action after being forced "persuader.” Tlie men gave the names of Judge Buckingham will stand, but as tlie
farmers.
the credit of "the parties concerned in it. to do so by reason of the strong public pro Henry B. Christie and Tom Kelly, and are District has nearly one thousand Demo
— The proclamation of Sheriff" Stevenson Mr.S. made an energetic, efficient agent, test entered by citizens and members two desperate looking characters. Christie cratic majority, and there will he no lack of
for the special election fora new Judge in and was very popular among sli ippers and of Council against the exorbitant rates bad a life and accident policy issued by the harmony in the party, it goes without say
this district will be found in this issue of the traveling public at ibis point. His sue charged. And what benefit lias this alleged Life and Accident Company, of South Bend, ing that tlie Democratic candidate will he
cessor, Mr. Joyce, is a genial gentle reduction been to the consumer? Take my Ind., for $1,000, payable to Martha B. Chris chosen.
the Barker.
Knox and Delaware counties eacli having
— The New York Herald says: Those who man and for several years employed as own case, for instance: I am not now burn tie, bis mother. The goods were evidently
have not seen “Mixed Pickles,” miss one of clerk in the up-town office of the C., A. A ing any more gas at the rate of $1.50 per stolen and the men are considered notorious a Judge, the candidate is conceded to Lick
the brightest and most laughable comedies C., at Columbus. He no doubt will make thousand, than I did when the price was crooks and it is thought are wanted some ing county. The members of the Demo
$2.25 and $2.50 per thousand. I have care place for burglary. They are held for thirty cratic Central Committee of that county
an accommodating and pleasing agent.
on the stage.
met on Saturday, and after due deliberation,
Tlie C., A. A C. pay car left $16,000 among fully preserved all my gas bills since the days for carrying concealed weapons.”
— The annual sermon before II. IL Curtis
year 1880, and in comparing them the other
Marshal B’ythe saw the above and called selected Saturday,March 10,on which to hold
Lodge G. U. O. O. F. will be preached in A. 1ts employes here, on last pay day.
M. E. church, West Front street, Sunday,
Mr. Wm. Appleton of the C., A. A C day I was utterly surprised to find that in Mr. Bird's attention to it. Telephonic com the primary nominating election. The can
March 11, at 2 p. m.
shops was sent to Pullman, Ill., by Master stead of diminishing in cost, with every munication was held with the Newark au didates at present are Hon. J. D. Jones, ex— A barn containing three horses and 84 Mechanic Taylor, last week,4o inspect two reduction came a slight advance in the thorities and later in the evening Sheriff State Senator and Hon. Janies E. Lawhead,
head of sheep belonging to Josephus Lewis, new coaches, just completed for that road. amount of the monthly bills. There is also Stevenson, Marshal Blythe and Mr. Charles ex-Prosecutor of the county. The name of
near Mt. Gilead, was destroyed by fire, Fri These coaches are of a new design, cost a striking similarity in the size of bills for Bird went to Newark over the B. AO., when Hon. J. W. Owens, who was defeated in
day night. Loss $1,200.
about $5,000 each, and will he the finest on corresponding months of different years, tlie latter gentleman identified the goods as 1886, was mentioned in connection with the
that is to say the least, somewhat suspicious. those stolen the night before.
nomination, but he addressed a letter to
— Mr. J. W. F. Singer removed his mer the road. •
I
think tlie matter is a very fit subject for
The crooks will serve their tliirty days the Central Committee, positiuely declining
chant tailor store, Monday morning, from
A telegram from Coshocton savs: Tlie
No. 3 Kremlin to the room in the Peterman long tunnel on the Dresden Branch of the investigation by a special committee of sentenceout in the Licking county jail and to allow his name to be used. The time
block, South Main street.
then be brought to this city to await indict and place for holding the Judicial conven
C., A. A C. railway is completed, and track Council.”
ment by tlie grand jury of the May term of tion has not yet been determined upon, hut
— Another cold wave put in an appear laying has begun. Tlie bridges are all com
"Electric Light will carry by an over
court.
ance in this neighborhood Sunday and Mon plied, and ere ttiany days through trains
it lias been suggested that Wednesday,
whelming majority,” said a well-informed
Mayor Brown received a telegram, Tues March 14, would he a suitable date and a
day, the thermometer on the latter day get will be run from tne main line to connect
citizen, Monday. “Tlie course of tlie lead
ting down to 8° above zero.
with the Pan Handle and Muskingum Val ing stockholders of the Gas Company in day, from Dresden. Ohio, stating tliat two central point in the District, easy of access,
— Mr. Fred A. Clough has removed his ley at Dresden Junction.
crooks had been captured with a quantity of (say Centreburg or Hartford) be chosen as
villifying tlie citizens and councilmen com
jewelry store from the Opera House block
razors and cutlery in their posession, sup the phice.
posing the electric light committee, lias
The only hope for success the Republi
to tlie storeroom of Mr. Frank L. Beam
posed to have been stolen. Mr. Charles
PERSONAL POINTS.
caused a reaction against that greedy cor
ami will occupy the north side of the room.
Bird left the same evening to see if he could cans have in making the contest is tlie be
Mr. T. H. Seymour was in Columbus, poration, and people who a few weeks ago identify the goods as those stolen last lief that a liglit vote will be polled in the
— Sixteen persons from this city drove
were indifferent about tlie matter are now
to Howard Thursday evening and made a Tuesday.
Thursdry night from the store of Wm. country precincts throughout the district,
Mr. Ed. Seymour, of Mansfield, was in outsjKikcn in favor of the city owning and Bird and Sons.
call ujion T.easure-elect W. II. Ralston and
and they will make a strong effort to get
operating
the
electric
plant
—
thus
securing
wife. They report having had a pleasant town Thursday.
Mr. Bird returned yesterday afternoon ont their full party strength in the cities of
time.
M iss Minnie Young will spend next week a better and cheaper light and longer hours and states that he was unable to identify the Newark, Delaware and Mt. Vernon, as well
and more than one-third of an increase in goods as those stolen from their store.
— Second and third degree work at Timon witli Cleveland friends.
as in other prominent towns and villages
Mrs. Richard Keen, of Newark, is visit tlie number of nights tlie city will be lighted”
Lodge No. 45, K. of P., this (Thursday)
Later—It will be seen by tlie official call
*♦*
Merchant Police.
evening. Timon is having another boom ing friends in this city.
published in another column that Newark
Business men are arousing to the import
A movement was inaugurated Monday has been selected as tlie place, and Wednes
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson are entertaining Mr.
und work in the amplified Third is said to
ance of the city owning the electric light among tlie business men of Main street,
,»e tine.
Engle and wife of Sandusky.
day, March 14, as the time for holding the
plant
and
operating
tlie
same
all
night,
so
looking to the employment of two merchant Judicial Convention.
— On the first page will be found the able
Cashier John M. Ewait of the Knox Na
that tlieir property will be afforded better policemen to patrol the district from Chest
speech of Senator J. S. Braddock, on tlie tional, was in Newark, Tuesday.
Mrs. Frank L. Beam returned Monday, protection from burglars. Ever since the nut to Front streets, including Plum and
two-cent passenger fare bill. It is* filled
AMUSEMENTS.
police force was established the officers have Blackberry alleys. The argument was ad
with meaty facts and will bear a careful from a visit witli Cleveland friends.
perusal.
Mixed Pickles.—After a lapse of six
Miss Anna White is the guest of her been obliged to perform tlie extra duty of vanced that the regular force have a large
turning on and oft' the street lights, thus territory to look after, and about seventeen weeks or more the Ojiera House will he
— The Republican primary election will friend Miss Minnie Pearce, at Newark.
be held Tuesday evening March 13, and the
Mr. Frank Atherton, ot Newark, is tl e leaving tlie business portion of tlie city un nights or more a month are obliged to be thrown open this week to the amusement
protected and at tlie mercy of thieves and employed to light and turn off tlie gas of going public and two professional compan
city convention to ratify nominations, at guest of his brother, Mr. Will Atherton.
the council chamber, Wednesday, evening,
Miss Bettie Adams will return home to thugs for at least four hours each night that the streets lamps, thus leaving tlie business ies will occupy the hoards. “Mixed Pickles”
March 14.
day from an extended visit to Fort Wayne. the policemen are so employed. By the use portion of the city unprotected several hours is said to be one of the funniest productions
— Michael Higgins aged. 73years, died ut
Mr. I>. B. Cline, who has been visiting of electricity the arc lamps could be lighted atatime. From 12 o’clock, midnight, to on tlie American stage, and Mr. J. B. Polk
his home on Rogers street, Sunday after Martinsburg friends returned to Salem Neb., or extinguished instantaneously, and the half past one a. m., is a period when burg as Joe Pickle is one of the foremost comedians
services of the policemen could then be lars and safe blowers would have full sway, in the land. The following press notice is
noon from gangrene. The funeral took last week.
place Wednesday morning from the Cath
Miss Retta Hill left last Thursday for St. wholly devoted to tlie preservation of life and it is during this period, it is believed from the Baltimore Sun:
olic church.
Mr. J. B. Polk in his new play, ealled
L illis, where she is the guest of Mrs. and property and the protection of tlie that most of tlie depredations of recent
peace and dignity of tlie city.
years have been committed. Each merchant "Mixed Pickles,” was welcomed back to
— The following notice has been received Thomas Blair.
Baltimore at Ford’s Opera House last night
entering into the arrangment will contri hv a very large audience, who went away
with < request for publication: "If George
Mr. Harvey Hunter, of Kansas City, is
A leading manufacturer expresses himself bute one dollar per week to supply a fund delighted
B. Delano knew the person whodroped him the guest of his sister, Mrs. Alex. Cassil
witli the i<e: formance and every
as follows concerning the efforts of the Gas to pay the salaries of the two patrolmen, body who took part in it. "Mixed Pickles,”
a postal on the 25th of Feb., lie would like East High street.
classified as a farce-eomedy. It is new in
kindly to explain.”
Mr. Harry Ball returned from New York, Company to gain control of the next Coun which will be fixed at $45 per month, each, is
its arrangements, bright in dialogue, life
— The woman’s Christian Association last week, and is now a full Hedged Doctor cil: “While I am a Republican, I think the tlie same as paid tlie regular force.
like
in its characters, realistic in its inci
question of politics should not enter into
Tlie introduction of electric liglit lor street dents, and irresistibly funny in its situa
will meet at 2:30 p. in. Friday March 2nd, of veterinary surgery.
Mr. Jacob Frederick has gone to Colorado selection of Councilmen this Spring. What illumination, would relieve the police force tions. The company is made up of
in the rooms of Miss Nancy Cooper, north
material, eacli person being
east corner of Main street and Public Square. to "homestead” 160 acres of land, that came we want is honest and fearless men, who of the extra duty of turning on and off the admirable
thorough in the part of which lie or she is
will have the city’s interests at heart, and gas lights and enable them to in ire closely assigned.
Abbie Atwood, Secretary.
into his possession some time ago.
The central figure is. of course,
Mr. Polk himself, who is an actor of rare
Mrs. Harry Walters nee Miss Francis jxissessed of tlie necessary enterprise to secure guard the business part of town.
— The call for n county mass convention
comic talent. He is always natural and
by the Democratic Central Committee, to Adams, of Avondale near Cincinnati, is ex for Mt. Vernon every advantage possible
that will put us on a footing witli other Three Ballot Boxes to be Used clever. Miss Julia A. Polk is vivacious in
select delegates to the Judicial Convention, pected in tlie city to-day, to visit friends.
manner, has a sweet voice, and plays her
at the Spring Election.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Burrell, formerly of cities of similar importance and standing
will be found on the second page. The
part well.
date is Saturday, March 10.
this city, celebrated tlieir crystal wedding in tlie State. If tlie tax-payers want elec
Popular prices will prevail and seats can
By reason of the special election of a
tric light, and I believe tlie proposition will Judge for this sub-division of tlie sixth Ju now be obtained at Green’s drug store.
— Mrs. Content Johnson, mother of our anniversary at Newark, Monday evening.
carry,
we
want
men
in
Council
who
will
Mr. Charles Wright departed Wednesday
townsman, Henry H. Johnson, died at her
dicial di»trict, it will be necessary to have
home at Bellows Falls, Vermont, on Sunday afternoon for Evansville, Ind., to accept a carry out the wishes ofthe people. Every at eacli voting precinct at the coming spring
ANOTHER TRAGEDY
night, Feb. 19, at the good age of 86 years. clerkship in a large dry goods establishment. man who aspires to the position of Coun election a sjiecial ballot box for tlie purpose.
Senator J. S. Braddock returned to Co cilman should be compelled to “show his For the regular election two ballot boxes Added (o the List of Ashland
She was a useful and truly Christian woman
County Sensations. — A
— A communication published on the lumbus Tuesday, after spending the tri hand” on tlie electric light question, so that will be used—one for the regular election
Family Quarrel Over
voters
may
know
exactly
where
he
stands.
’
’
weekly
adjournment
witli
liis
family
in
tliis
first page of the Barker, concerning the
and one for Justice of the Peace. Where
nil Estate, Results
***
future of Mt. Vernon, is replete with solid city.
no Justice is to be elected, but two boxes
in a Double*
The Mt. Vernon correspondent of the Co will be required. The duty devolves upon
Hon. Jerome Buckingham, of Newark,
facts and should lie pernsed by every citizen
Killing.
was in town Friday arranging for his cam lumbus Journal, who is understood to be the Sheriff of the county to provide the
who has the welfare of the town at heart.
Mohicanville,
a small village in Ashland
the
local
editor
of
the
Republican,
sent
the
paign
as
a
candidate
for
Common
Pleas
— A large area of space north of Taylor’s
boxes, and Sheriff Stevenson called at tliis
following item to his paper the other day:
mill near the B. & O. track was flooded with J udge.
office and requested the announcement that county, about ten miles from the Knox
county line, was the scene of a fatal shoot
"Tlie question of lighting the citv with
Mrs. Frank B. Newton departed Tuesday
water iast week by a break in the embank
electricity will be submitted to the citizens in precincts where additional boxes are ing affray on Saturday, the result of a fam
evening
for
Chicago,
to
join
her
husband,
ment of a large ice pond leased by W. L.
of Mt. Vernon at the Spring election. Tlie necessary, lie desires the Township Trus
McIntire. The damage was promptly re after an extended visit witli Mt. Vernon matter lias been the all-absorbing topic of tees to notify him of the fact at as early a ily fued. The statement of the affair as
conyersaton among oui tax-payers. The fig date as possible, in order that lie can supply published in the daily papers is as follows:
friends.
paired.
Lewis Chessrown, Sr., is the father of
Rev. Father T. J. Lane, now located at ures show that the chy is running in debt them in due season.
— By the books of the city treasurer it is
fiom $1,500 to $1,800 per year for gas and
seven
sons. The old gentleman becoming
shown that since April 1, 1887, Mayor Magnolia, Carroll county, was in the city gasoline, while the lew is oppressively
feeble with age, divided his estate giving
Runaway Accident.
Brown has collected the sum of $<165.28 several days last week visiting his old par- high.”
eacli of the sons a farm with a rental pro
*•*
for fines and licenses and the amount has ishoners.
Miss Jennie Bartlett, of Green Valley,
vision sufficient for his support. Shortly
Tlie
following
are
the
revised
figures
as
Mr.
R.
C.
Anderson
lias
accepted
a
posi

been placed to thecredit ofthe general fund
and Miss Alice Randall1 of Fredericktown,
tion witli the Bridge Company, and went to furnished by Mr. G. M. Taylor, of tlie spe met with a serious accident, Wednesday af thereafter on account of his growing feeble
of the city.
— Mr. Howard Harper, the real estate, Washington, last Thursday, to look after cial committee, that should have appeared ternoon,of last week. They were driving on ness, one of the sons was appointed guard
in tlie report presented to Council. The er the road north of the city tliat parallels the ian. A hitter feeling arose and a number of
loan and insurance agent, has moved into the Acqneduct Bridge.
law suits followed. Lewis, jr., the guard
his old quarters on tlit second floor of the
Mrs. Ida Phenice and her two daughters, ror occurred by copying tlie figures from B. A O. track, when a train of cars was seen ian, refused to let any of the brothers see
Masonic Temple, Monument Square, former Gertie and Maud, who have been on a visit tlie wrong estimate. As soon as be discov approaching. Miss Bartlett got out and
ly known as Kremlin No. 2, and has now of two months to relatives and friends in ered the mistake Mr. Taylor made haste to went to the horse’s head, when the animal their father. During his absence tempore
arily from home, five of the boys went to
one of the finest offices in the city.
Mt. Vernon, have returned to tlieir home in have the correction made and supplied the became frightened and springing forward the house, had a talk with the old gentle
corrected estimate to the newspapers
— The vestry of St. Paul’s Episcopa 1 Kansas City.
knocked the lady down, bruising her severe
100 lamps, 317 nights—all night...$6,836 65 ly. Miss Randall sprang from the buggy as man and persuaded him to go with them.
church held a meeting Monday, and select
Mr. E. J. Swerer, State Secretary of tlie P.
They carried him out on a chair, jdaced
“
... 5.313 18
ed Hon. Columbus Delano, D. B. Kirk and O. S. of.A ., and Mr. John Aikin, President
“ until 1 a.m...... 4,584 26 the animal started to run and sustained a him in a sleigh and t«x)k him to the home
H. L. Curtis ns delegates to the Diosccsan of Camp No. 1 at Columbus, are in the city,
260 nights 1 "
... 4,342 54 sprained ankle and bruises about the body, of John Chessrown.
250
1 “
... 4,300 17 and for a short time was unconscious. Both
Convention to be held at Cleveland, March arranging for tlie re-establishment of the
As soon as Lewis, jr., found tliat the old
230
I “
... 4,215 33 ladies were taken to the residence of Mr.
4, to cleet an assistant to Bishop Bedell.
institution here.
204
1 *
... 4,098 76
gentleman hail been taken away he applied
—Regular meeting of Kokosing Division,
Ransom near by, and Dr. Colville summon
by his attorneys to the probate court and a
Mr. James Geoge, known ns “Jimmy tlie
No. 71 Uniform Rank, K. of I’., next Mon
The cily is now lighted witli gas 204 nights ed, who dressed the injuries.
writ of habeas corpus was issued to the
Giant,
’
’
was
married
at
Springfield,
0.,
day evening, nt the Armory. Installation
per year and until 12 o’clock, midnight. The
sheriff. He made return that the old man
Sunday
evening
to
a
Miss
Della
Deain.
The
Death
of
an
Aged
Citizen.
of officers and important business to be
chairman of the finance committee of City
Philip Ashton, an old and well-known was too feeble to be moved and nearly all
transacted. A full attendance is desired, couple arrived hero Monday and are tlie Council, at the last meeting of that body
of last week was occupied in tlie hearing of
guests
of
tlie
grooms
’
s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
and -Sir Knights are requested to appear in
made the statement that there had been citizen of this city, died at the home of his
John
George.
the case. The court held that the guardian,
son-in
law,
Mr.
Henry
Cooper,
on
Wooster
full uniform.
paid out of the gas fund the sum of $5,Mr. J. J. Rumbargcr, of Garden City, 652 68 for tlie year 1887. He further stated avenue, Saturday night, from general debil Lewis, jr., was entitled to the custody of the
— The following parties residing in the
old gentleman and issued an order to the
vicinity of Democracy, this county, left via Kansas, was united in marriage Tuesday that for this year tHe estimate would make ity. Deceased was born in England in 1802
sheriff to deliver the ward to the guardian.
the B. A O. road last week for different afternoon to Miss Mattie Willyard, of Green the amount reach $300 more, or in round and came to this country in 1848, locating
To this ruling the attorneys for tlie other
Valley,
by
Rev.
J.
H.
Hamilton,
of
this
in
Mt.
Vernon,
where
he
has
ever
since
re

numbers$5,950. To this should be added
points in Kansas: Wm. Harrison, John
brothers excepted, filed a bill in the com
Dumbaugh, Daniel and Rachel Diamond, city. They left f<<r their Kansas home tlie the salary of one policeman ($510), it lieing sided. He followed the business of gardner
mon pleas court and on application Judge
P. M. Happ, wife and children, and Mrs. same evening.
estimated that the entire time of one man is and general laborer. He is survived by
Jabez Dickey granted an order restraining
three
children
—
two
sons
—
one,
Josiah,
re

II. Dumbaugh.
Mrs. M. D. Leach was tlie guest of her taken up in lighting and turning out street
the sheriff from executing the order of the
— The Findlay Tribune of recent date nephew, Mr. J. G. Taft, several days las lamps during tlie year. This then would siding in tliis city and the other in Ken
contains the following "fishy” announce week. The lady was with Mr. Taft’s moth make the cost to tbe tax-payers for lighting tucky, and a daughter, Mrs. Henry Cooper. probate court. Friday, on application of
ment: "Several local syndicates are arrang er during her last illness at Orange, Cala. tlie city only 201 nights and until midnight, The funeral occurred Monday afternoon, the tlie guardian's attorney, the pobate judge
ing to offer the firm of C. AG. Cooper, of and was on her way to Westboro, Mms , in the neighborhood of $6500. By using elec services being conducted by Rev. J. H. Ham issued another order to deliver the old
gentleman to the guardian. This order was
Mt. Vernon, manufacturers of boilers and to make her future home.
tric lamps for the same number of days and ilton. The interment took place at Mound
not given to the sheriff, but the probate
View
Cemetery.
engines, an acceptance to their proposition
hours
there
would
be
a
saving
to
the
cily
of
Capt. Lew Y. Mitchell, of tlie Treasuiy
judge
deputized W. H. Kelly, a constable in
to remove their plant to this city.”
Department Washington, was summoned $2,400. By using electric lamps 317 nights,
JeromeviUe. to serve the order, as the sheriff
Nearly Asphyxiated.
— The Holmes county grand jury has in. here by telegraph last week on account of or one-third longer, and all night lighting,
Mr. and Mrs. U. O. Stevens, who occupy was enjoined.
dieted “Dr.” E. P. Baines, of Millersburg, the serious illness of liis mother, Mrs. Wm. there would siill be a saving to the city of
About 9 o’clock Saturday morning Mr.
a
suite of rooms in the Arnold Flats, liad a
"Dr." Cole of Holmesville, and “Dr.” Stout, Mitchell. The lady’s condition was report $1,200 per year. What stronger argument
Kelly
went to Mohicanville and to the
of Killbuck, for practising medicine with ed t i be somewhat improved yesterday.
could be presentsd for the city owning and narrow escape from being asphyxiated house of John Chessrown, talked with the
Sunday night. When about to retire for
out a diploma. All three have been practis
operating
an
electric
light
plant.
Tlie following citizens of Mt. Vernon went
tlie night, Mr. Stevens in attempting to turn boys and the old gentleman and wanted to
ing physicians for seveial years, and Dr.
*«*
Stout has become wealthy without a "parch to Canton Monday to testify as witnesses in
If tlie new Council performs its sworn ,off the gas at the chandalier, broke off the take the old man away. The latter didn’t
the case of the State of Ohio against E. duty Mt. Vernon will be in darkness for thumb screw. Several hours later he awoke want to go and the boys refused to allow
ment.”
— The third trial of E. Stanley Miller, Stanley Miller: Hon. J. D. Thompson, nearly six months. Tlie statutes expressly and found the room filled with the poison Mr. Kelly to take him. The officer left and
indicted for forgery, is in progress at Can Sheriff Stevenson, Prosecutor GotshalI, Mar declare that it shall lie illegal for Council to ous air, and with quick presence of mind in about two hours came back with fifteen
ton, this week. His attorney, lion. W. M shal Blythe, Col. J. M. Armstrong, W. A. enter into any contract for tlie expenditure threw open a window and allowed it to es- armed men. The house was closed, the
Koons, and about ten witnesses from this Bounds, Isaac Rosen thall, L. G. Hunt, C. of money, unless the amount of funds cov caj>e. The leak was discovered and the gas doors locked and window blinds down.
city, went to Canton Monday. At the two T. Ensminger, Robert Miller, Dr. Israel ering the same are in the city treasury. At shut off at the broken burner. Had the They were refused admittance, whereupon
occupants of the room continued to breathe
previous trials the jury disagreed, and the Green, S. II. Peterman und others.
tlie present time there remains but $800 in the foul atmosphere until morning, serious the beseigers took a rail, broke in the door
opinion prevails that Miller is the victim of
the gas fund, not more than enough to meet if not fatal results would have undoubtedly leading into the kitchen and entered with
persecution.
drawn revolvers. John, Wesley and Adrian
Lmiff Trip of a Wcddiiiu Present. the bills tliat will be contracted for the followed
— The sophomore class of Kenyon at its
were in the room with the old man. Elias
On
the
5th
day
of
July
last
Rev.
Sydney
months
of
February
and
March.
There
will
annual meeting for the election of class
was standing in the door leading into the
A
Paroled
Prisoner
Returned
to
officers, Friday afternoon, resulted as fol Strong, of this city, purchased a case con be no further funds to draw upon for gas
room where the old man was. He had a
the
Penitentiary.
taining
a
silver
knife,
fork
and
spoon
and
purposes
until
the
June
taxes
are
paid
in
lows: President, 0. H. Harris; vice presi
A dispatch Ifrom Millersburg, Saturday, shotgnn but the other boys were not armed.
dent, Lem Stricker; treasurer, J. F. Wilson sent the sume through the jiostoffice to a and the September settlement is made. A
Two shots were then fired by the posse, one
secretary, W. D. Bodine, jr.; base-ball cap friend at Oberlin as n wedding present. Tlie prospect of six months of Egyptian dark says: It lias just come to light that John ball striking tlie casing of tlie door. Im
tain;!!. A. Lozier, jr.; poet, H. L. McClel newly married couple had departed for a ness is not very encouraging.
II. Devore, a paroled convict from the peni
lan, and historian, E. H. Young.
trip abroad and the Oberlin postmaster hav
Give us Electric Light!
tentiary, has made repeated attempts to mediately Elias fired hotli shots from tlie
— The Barker seconds the motion of its ing received instructions to forward their
commit criminal assaults on his sister, and doubled-barrel gun. Jacob Helhert, a
contemporary, the Republican, that the city mail, sent the package to the American Ex Tariff Discussion Ref ween School that he lias shamefully beat and abused liis young man in tlie crowd, was shot in tlie
limits be extended to take in the C. A. A change. London. Rev. Mr. Strong heard
Teachers.
aged mother. He was indicted for murder head and fell immediately and W. H. Kelly,
C. shops and the Bridge Works. It is es nothing from tlie package until Tuesday of
The following question will he discussed in the first degree for the killing of liis the constable, was shot in the abdomen.
timate*! that the duplicate of the city this week, when it was returned to him at tlie Union Grove school house, Harrison father in 1881 and the jury convicted him of The crowd then fell back and, carrying
manslaughter and he was sentenced to the Kelly, fled leaving young Herbert lying
would be increased $200,(XX) by such action,
which would have the effect or reducing the through the Dead Letter office at Washing township, on Friday erening March 2nd, penitentiary for ten years. On a petition just outside of the ttoor on the ground. He
ton. It had traveled about over England, 1'88: Resolved—“Tliat a High Protective circulated by his sister and liis mother lie died in a few minutes. Elias immediately
present levy for municipal purposes.
was paroled over a year ago. It now turns
to Ashland and gave himselt up This
— Two young men named John Webber and when it readied Mt. Vernon, on the re Tariff is better for tlie American citizen, out that he lias attempted tliis outrage on went
was all done before anyone knew Elias was
and William Honey were before ’Squire turn trip, had the names of not less than than a Tariff for Revenue only.” The ques his sister and heat his mother repeatedly in the city, or tliat lie was tlie man who
Barker, Friday, charged with creating a dis eighteen different offices stamped upon it, tion will he affirmed by H. L. Green, a and closed tlieir months by threats until did the shooting.
turbance at the M. E. church, Gay street, including those of this country. Tlie case prominent teacher of Harrison township, tlie poor sister reported him. Guard John
Kelly died from the effects of liis wound
the Wednesday evening previous. Honey
McIntire arrived yesterday from tlie peni Saturday evening at 6 o’clock. Great ex
plead guiltv and was lined one dollar ami had been opened and tlie fork was missing. and L. It. Houck, a leading teacher of Bla tentiary and went to tlie Devore residence citement prevailed at tlie village and in the
costs. Webber stood trial, hut was found The other pieces were somewhat tarnished densburg, will deny. An interesting dis and captured him before he conld skip, and surrounding country and it was feared that
guilty and assessed two dollars and costs.
from travel and exposure.
lie was taken hack to-day. •
cussion is expected.
more trouble would follow.

No, 5 Knmlin, Monument Square

Strong1 Arguments Why the
People Should Vote for

local notices.

AT THE COURT HOUSE.
COURT MINUTES.
State Trust Co. vs. Sarali A. Neff, Peter
Neff, et al; Sheriff's sale confirmed and dis
tribution of proceeds amounting to $3,300,
ordered.
Nancy J. Smith vs. S. J. Workman as
admr.; leave to defendant to answer in 20
days.
H. L. Curtis, executor, vs. George Lewis
et al: judgment for plaintiff for $765.80 and
Sheriff”s sale ordered.
Isaac Grubb vs. Amanda Mallott, plain
tiff appeared in court and voluntarily dis
missed tlie case and paid the costs therein.
State of Ohio vs. Oliver Hunter, indicted
for cutting witli intent to kill, reassigned
for Friday, March 2, 1888.
Ohio vs. Thomas McMahan, peace war
rant, continued and bond fixed at $100.
Carrie Henley vs. W. M. Koons, assignee
of A. M. Stadler; submitted to court and
judgment for plaintiff for $4004.17.
W. M. Koons, assignee of A. M. Stadler
vs. A. M. Stadler and others; judgment by
default against defendants for tlie following
sums: To Wm. Turner $424.93; to Jared
Sperry’s heirs, $150, and order of sale of
mortgaged property at appraisment made in
the Probate Court, as follows, lot 388 at $450
and lot 399 at $3283.33.
Renzin J. Pumphrey vs. Hiram Dunham
Sheriff’s sale confirmed, and distribution of
proceeds amounting to$1921, ordered.
Fannie Stewart vs. Charles Stewart; dc
cree to plaintiff for divorce on ground of
drunkenness and gross neglect of duty; cus
tody of minor child given to plaintiff.
Joseph Watson vs. John Doyle, leave to
plaintiff to file amended petition, and jury
dismissed from further consideration of tlie
case.
Ordilla Bearnes vs. Allen E. Bearnes; the
defendant failed to appear and in default of
answer, a decree for divorce was granted
plaintiff, on the ground of willful absence
for more than three years.
COMMON PLEAS—NEW CASES.
Home Building and Loan Company vs.
Addia B. and Stiles B. Church, suit in fore
closure, amount claimed $775 70.
Catherine Brown vs. L. L. Hyatt, appeal
from judgment of ’Squire Atwood’s court.
Joseph Ferenbaugh vs. W. B. Farmer et
al, suit to foreclose mortgage, amount
claimed $1020.
Otis A. Kimball, President of Farmers
Bank of Sunbury Ohio, vs. Plummer and
John Marriott, civil action for money,
amount claimed $742.
Home Building and Loan Company vs.
Clara and Frank Tier and Michael Lyon,
suit in foreclosure, amount claimed $366.

FAMOUS

The advertisement of my house for
rent or sale occasioned by a contempla
ted change of residence to another part
of the town has given rise and wide
circulation to a story that I am about
to quit the practice of Dentistry and
(WIEXER-WURST.)
leave town. I desire to state for the
benefit of myself and my patrons, that
Its
pure
ingredients and delicate
it is my intention to continue my resi
dence in Mt. Vernon, and the practice seasoning render it the most delicious
of Dentistry in the same office where I Sausage offered to the public, at
have been for the last 20 years. I have
the same skillful assistant that I have
had for the past 10 years, Dr. Crumley.
We are supplied with the latest and
best of everything pertaining to Dentis
Opposite the Post-ofilee.
try' and hope for a continuance of the
patronage that has been so liberally be
stowed upon us in the years that are
past.
W. F. Semple, Dentist.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
PICKLED AND SPICED
The Assignee’s stock of Groceries, at
the T. B. Mead stand, is now being
closed out at appraised value. Coun
try produce received while stock is be
ing sold.
TBIPB,
For a first-class cigar, the bestsmoker
PORK, BEEF AND
in town, go to the City Drug Store. 3

A disjiatcli from Newark state that a most
remarkable case of swindling, whereby
some of the best people of Johnstown, Mon
roe township, Licking county, have been
euchred out of nearly $10,003, has just come
tolight. Some six weeks ago ajslick and well
appearing young fellow put in an appear
ing in the village. He was selling a patent
web halter. For $1,800 he sold the right of
the state to the firm of McGrue Bros. &
Bradwick, to sell tlie halters. In a few days
another man came along, selling a patent
hinge for a gate. This was gobbled up by
O’Connor tfc Sceurman, who paid $250 for
Licking county. Then another man came
along selling a wonderful windmill. This
man made a stake. George Clark owned a
small store in Johnstown, and carried about
$1,(03 worth of goods. He also had a
creamery, which cost him $2,200. He had
traded his store and creamery for the right
to sell the fanning mill in thirty counties
Others bit at this and swelled the amount
paid out to the Fanning mill shark to $7,000. Only a few days passed when a wash
ing machine agent put in an appearance
He readily sold eleven counties, Licking
county bringing $150. The next patent
right fiend had what he called a cyclone
fence-making machine. He sold his right
to Cush & Myers in consideration of a $690
hydraulic cider press, seventy barrels of
cider vinegar worth $6 per barrel and $150
in money, making in all nearly $1,000. The
people hardly realized how they had been
robbed until’tliey saw tlie robbers carrying
off their booty on freight trains. It required
one car to haul Clark’s creamery away, an
other to carry off the hydraulic cider press,
another for the seventy barrels of vinegar
and still another to remove hardware, lum
ber and whatever was traded for a patent
right.
RETAIL FLOUR MARKETS.

IT WILL PAY YOU

—

S3 CENTS.

Corrected every Wednesday by the North
western Mill anil Elevator Co., Proprietors
of Kokosing Mills, West Sugar street.
Taylor’sKokosing Patent.... $1 30 $ i hhl.
“
“
“
...... 65
A “
“
Bn.t
....... 1 25
i ‘
....... 65
A ‘
Choice Famib
....... 1 20
i '
“
” '......................... 60
A '
Amber...................................... 1 10
J '
“ ........ ........................... 55 $ A '
The Trade supplied at usual discount.
Orders can he left with local dealers, at
the Mill.or by postal, will be promptly
filled.

NOTICE.

Persons knowing themselves indebted
to me, either by book account or note,
will please call and settle same, as our
firm changed February 1st. The busi
ness hereafter will he conducted by
Wm. Bird *fe Son. Thanking my friends
and the public for past patronage and
asking a continuance of same,
I remain respectfully,
2sfeb3t
Wm. Bird, Jr.

LAMBS’ TONGUES,
SAH R KRA1T.

TO GO TO

F. F. WARD’S FRENCH MUSTARD
FOR GENUINE

ALL KINDS OF BEAU ESTATE
BOUGHT, MOEI> AND EX
CHANGED.

WATCHES,

Gold, Silver and Filled—all tlie most
desirable movements kept in stock.
Prices from $6 upwards. Give us a call.
Many Special Bargains on Desirable
Goods, which we wish tovlose.
A full line of Pocket Cuttlery, Razors,
and Scissors.

TABki:

SAUCE,

IN BULK.

CREAM

PRETZELS,

Family, Swiss and Lirntoe Cheese,
Blood Pudding. Liver Pudding,
TONGUE »AUSA«E,

HEAD-CHEESE,
(FRESH.)
HORSE

RADISH,

(READY FOR USE.)
Now in Scnoion.
Blank Books, Bill Files and all the
appurtenances for a business man’s
office. Some special bargains in Books,
Pictures and Frames, Family and
(CHIPPED OR WHOLE.)
Teachers’ Bibles, Prayer Books and
Hymnals, Catholic Prayer Books. All
BOLOGNA SAUSAGE,
at very low prices.
F. F. Ward,
CHALLENGE BRAND,
Cor. Main and Vine streets. Thick, Thin, Round, Garlic or in
Cloth.
Farmers, call and get your summer
supply of tobacco, cheap, at the As
signee’s sale of groceries. Mead's old Apollinaris, Salutaris and
stand.
Waukesha Water,
Ladies and Gentlemen, straighten up Sachs, Kirkpatrick & Co.’s
—get a pair of shoulder braces at
GTNGER ALE,
Beardslee’8.
Elegant odors in Perfumery, Fine MINERAL WATERS. ANY
Dressing Combs and Brushes, Sponges,
FLAVOR, &c.
and Toilet Articles, at Beardslee’8.
We carry a Selected Line of CHOICE
Bargains at the Assignee’s sale, DELICACIES, in Bottles, Jars and
Mead’s old stand. Full line of grocery Cans. We have the best and only
stock.
4t
FIR*ST-CLASS
A line of paints at cost at Beardslee’s.
Call soon, before the supply is exhaust
ed.
Where can I buy the best drugs and
druggist’s sundries? At Beardslee’s Drug In Mt. Vernon, ladened down with
inviting goods that are sure to tempt
Store.
the
inner man.
If you have any a
ATTENTION !
NO.
1
Do not buy' Dishes, Silver Plated
Ware, Cutlery, Lamps, Picture Frames,
Window Shades or House-furnishing Butler, Eggs or Yonoj Penllry,
Goods of any kind until you have look
ed at Arnold’s. More bargains on their Either Alive or Dressed, get our
cheap counters than you ever dreamed prices BEFORE YOU SELL, We
of. They want you to call often and do not uuder any circumstances, sell,
look.
furnish or deliver intoxicating liquors
in our OYSTER aud LUNCH DE
PARTMENT. Sole Agents for the
(Lion Brand )Sugar Cured Meats aud
the celebrated (Challenge) Sausages.
Open till 12 p. m. Sundays till 9 p.
tu. Telephone No. 60.

DRIED BEEF,

FUNNIEST

COMEDY.

No. 473.

ARM—80 ACRES within the corpora
tion of Deshler. Henry county, Ohio, a
town of 1,200 population. Deshler has three
railroads—the B.& O., T. A D.and tlie I). A
SI.; the land is crossed by the latter road;
pike along one end of farm. The whole
farm is under cultivation and has two dwel
ling houses—it is suitable for sub-dividing
into lots and will be needed for this purpose
erelong. Price $100 per acre on any kind
of payments to suit purchaser. The farm
will bring 8 per cent, on tliis price for farm
ing purposes and will bring four times the
price asked when sub-divided into lots. It
lies thirty miles South of Toledo in the Oil
and Gas region of Ohio. This is a great
bargain as an investment.
Wo. 174.

UGGIES—A lirst-class, nearly new, two
seated Buggy for sale or exchange for
vacant lot; also a good Side-Bar Buggy at
reasonable price.

B

(Prepared) ready for use.

ROGERS & BROS. SPOONS,
KNIVES AND FORKS.
Do not buy Imitation of Superior
Goods, when you can GET THE GEN
UINE at prices we will make. No
charge for engraving.
•

MIXED I MODERN
PICKLES. TIME8.

j&SsrPrices, 25, CO and 75 cents.
Reserved Seats at Green’s Drug Store.

i’ai;\i

FOR RENT.

LUM com!

Wo. 475.

QAFE—A large double door combination

O burglar and lire proof safe lor sale at

one-third its original cost.

Wo. 105.

Tj’ARM—65 ACRES 3 miles West of Mt.
A Vernon; 62 acres under cultivation, 3
acres timber; new house containing 7 rooms
and cellar, stable and other out-buildings;
young orchard, good well and cistern at tlie
house and springs on tlie farm. I’rice$60pcr
acre—$1,000 cash, balance on any kind of
payments to suit tlie purchaser—would fake
town property for part payment.
Wo. 406.

Z 'tHOlCE VACANT LOT South end of
V7 Gay street, suitable lor business prop
erty. Price $900 on iiayinents to suit pur
chaser. Discount for all cash down.

Wo. 4 67.
1 O* ACRES, on Mansfield Avenue, ad-

A

joining tlie corisiration of Ml. Ver
non on the North, rich land, now in wheat,
never-failing well- good building site, suit
able for gardening, will sell all or divide at
$200 per acre on uny kind of payments de
sired.
Wo. 40ft.

VACANT LOTS on Pleasant street, soft
water spring, fine building site. Price
$300 per lot; 10 j>er cent discount if all sold
at one time.

4

Wo. iO».

MALL FRAME HOUSE on Braddock
street—a “drove, well" guaranteed against
royalty collection, l’ricc $500 on payments of
$25 cash and $5 per month; rent only.

S

Wo. 470.

MALL FRAME HOUSE On I’ros,.oc
street, containing 3 rooms und cellar,
good cistern, but unfortunately have no
“drove well.” Price, $500 on payments of $25
cash, und $5 jar month. 1 will pay rent no
longer!

S

Wo. 171.

zUf

ACRES in Caliioun county, Iowa,
Vy black loam soil, 6 miles from county
scat—convenient to school, 1 mile from rail
road. l’ricc $20 per acre on time to suit pur
chaser.
Wo. 472.

ACRES in Pleasant township. 4
miles East of Mt. Vernon, hewed log
house, well, l’ricc $700, on three equal pay
ment*, or $600 all cash down. A bargain.
1 <2

-A

Wo. 163.

T'ARM, 20 acres, ut Hunts Station; all
. under cultivation; 10 acres in whent;
price$1,200, in payments of $200 cash, and
t>100 per year; Rent only 1

I

Wo. 464.

AND IAJT, comer of. Calhoun
and Prospect streets; bouse con
tains six rooms and stone cellar,
price $1,000, in payments of $100
cash and $10 per month; will ex
change for small farm.
Wo. 450.

pAltM 38 ACRES, 21 miles south-east

I

i

WHOLESOME«!

of Mt. Vernon; all under fence; 28
acres under cultivation; 10 acres timber:
good liewcd-log house with 3 rooms and
cellar; excellent neverfailing spring; young
orchard. Price $60 per acre, in payments of
$300 cash and $200 n year until paid out; or,
will take bouse and lot in Mt. Vernon in
part puyment. A bargain!
Wo. 456.

Apple Juice,
(SWEET CIDER.)
The PURE JUICE of SOUND,
RIPE and CLEAN HAND-PICK
ED APPLES. Not intoxicating and
will not disarrange the stomach, and
warranted to keep sweet for fully five
years, if kept in a cool place.

WO Splendid Building Lots on Wnlt.
JL nut street, artesian well; price $400 for
the oorner lot, $350 for the other; or $700
for Hie two, on payments of $10 j»er month.
Wo. 45ft.

1|Wi

*>G buy a choice building lot
e,7’^Av7V/on Sugar street, with arte
sian well, 4 squares from R. A O. depot, on
payments of One Dollar per Week! Who
cannot save 15 cents j>er day ?
Wo. 450.

CIDER LOVERS

Z 4HOICK Vacant Residence Lot, corner
vX'liestnut and Adams sts., three squares
from IL A O. depot. Price $500 on longtime
This will be the last opportunity you including
an artesian well, which 1 agree to
will have to lay in your Spring and put down.

Summer supply of our deliciotis cider,
Wo. 452.
don’t wait until it is all gone. Place
ACANT LOT on Chestnut street, three
squares from 11. A O. depot. Price $150
your order now as we only have a
on long time, including artesian well. A
limited amount left. Samples sent BARGAIN.
The George Riley Farm in Butler free on application. The
Wo. 454.
Township, Knox County, Ohio.
here are
acren in this
FARM of which about 175 acres are
cleared and balance timber, which affords a
good pasture range.
There is between 100 and 135 ACRES
CLEARED BOTTOM LAND, and 56 to 60
ACRES CLEARED UPLAND. Farm is
bounded on one side by Kokosing river and
is well watered by springs. Has three good
dwelling houses on it. a good bam, grainaries and other outbuildings and whole farm
is in good condition.
I propose to lease tlie farm for one year
from April 1st, 1888, to March 31st, 1889,
CASH RENT, with the privilege of crop
ping as follows: For Spring crop, 30 acres
bottom land and 16 ueres up land; Fall
crop, 30 acres bottom land and 4 acres up
land. Tlie rental price is to be secured by a
note with good -security due on or before
April 1st, 1889.
The lease of this land will he sold at pub
lic sale to the highest responsible bidder on

T

V

OYSTER BAY! a:
OPP. P. O., MT. VERNON, O.

Wo. 445.

I

Wo. 446.

8

Wo. 43».

SHERIFF’S

OYSTERS!

MONDAY, APR!

D, 1M8

J* ACRE FARM—four miles East of

O Bladensburg, known as the "Charles

Mercer farm,” bouse 18x36,three rooms,new
bank barn 30x40, smoke bouse, HpringbouHO,
five good springs, supplying water for every
field; excellent orchard; 18 acres timber; 2<t
acres meadow; 4 ncreseorn; remaining six
fields in pasture. Price $50 per acre, on long
payments, or will trade for small tract nenr
Mt. Vernon, or’property.in Mt. Vernqn.

2d FLOOR,
Saturday, March 10th, 1888,
On tlie farm, sale commencing at ONE Entrance from Main or Vine Streets.
O’CLOCK P. M.
Our parlors are the Neatest, Cleanest,
Write to me or call upon me at my office Cosiest and Most Cheerful in Mt. Ver
in Mt. Vernon, for further information.
non. Strictly first-class in every par
Imar2t
H. M. SWITZER, Receiver.
ticular, except price. We cater only
to respectable people, and the goods
we serve you with arc fit fora KING.

SPECIAL ELECTION.

CHOICE Building lx»t, corner Atiams
and Sugar st reets, tour squares from B.
A O. depot, including artesian well. Price
$150 on payments of $5 per month.

T'RAME HOUSE, corner Braddock and
. Burgess streets, contains three rooms.
Price $550, in payments of $50 cash and 5
per month—rent only!

OPPOSITE P. O.,

Are a Specialty of Ours. Try
’em as we Serve ’em.

EN Choice Vacant Building Lots, only
two squares from the IL A 0. depot; nrj
tesian wells may be bad on them nt an ex
pense of $30. Prices $300 to $450,Jon pay
ments to suit the purchasers.

T

Wo. 440.

•^1 ACRES, three squares from "IL AO-

*7 2 depot, suitable for manulucturing pur
poses, for gardening or for c6w pasture; ar
tesian well. Price $400 an acre on time.
WO.

422.

XCELLENT Building Lot, corner Bra
dock and Burgess streets- price $250, »
payments to suit.

E

Wo. K»».

hree-sevenths interest in an ho
acre farm, half mile East of Louisville
Lick ing county, Ohio; rich, black soil. Price
We want you to feel and make $1200; will exchange for property in Mount
yourself as much at home in our Vernon.

T

Wo. 3ft3.
place as if you were in your own house.
NDIVIDED half interest in abusines
We conduct a strictly respectable
property in Deshler, Ohio; 2 lots and 2
Family Restaurant and no gentleman
story building on Main St.jstoreroom 25x50
HEREAS, By the the laws of Ohio, (no matter how fine haired or sancti feet; 2d story divided into five rooms for
regulating Elections, it is required monious he may be) need hesitate to dwellings; at the low price of $360.
of tlie Sheriff of the County, to give notice
before the time of holding a General or bring or recommend our
Wo. 37ft.

U

W

Special Election by Proclamation through
out tlie County, of the time at which such
Election shall be holden; and,
Whereas, By an act of the General As
sembly of the State of Ohio, passed I'ehruary 22d, 1888, to provide for the election of
an additional Judge of the Court of Com
mon Pleas in the First Sub-division of tlie
Sixtli Judicial District of the State of Ohio,
I, J. G. STEVENSON, Sheriff of Knox
County, Ohio, do hereby proclaim and
make known that the

FIRST MONDAY IN APRIL
------- BEING

WHEAT,

COLUMN

THE OYSTER BUT, F

POLK

Licking County People Swindled
by the Wholesale.

REAL ESTATE

E

PROBATE COUR'I NEWS.
Will of Mary E. Hutchinson proven,
witnesses, Joseph Horn an 1 Elanor Penliorwood. Isabella Patterson apj»ointed execu
trix.
Joshua Hyde appointed Administrator of
Fannie F. Davis, bond $300, bail, L. A.
Quaid, Dennis frjuaid and D. F. Ewing.
Appraisers, Ben’j Grant, W. M. Young and
John Boyd.
Application granted for increased allow
ance to Emma L. Correll, widow of Wm.
Correll.
Petition filed to sell land by John B.
Shepj»ard, Administrator Henry Sheppard.
Order issued to sell personal property at
private sale to Geo. II. Stull, Admr. Matil
da Stull. Sale confirmed.
C. E. Critchfield, Admr. Joseph Bechtol,
vs. Chas. W. Bechtol, petition to sell land,
heretofore referred to Wm. McClelland as
Commissioner. Motion filed for new trial.
Will of Cyrus Starkey proven. M. M.
Murphy appointed Exr. Bond $300, bail,
A. R. McIntire and G. W. Bunn; appraisers,
C. M. Sellers and II. Graff.
Report of sale by Chambers Johns, Admr.
L. W. Johns, and same confirmed.
Orders issued to sell personal property at
private sale to George Witt Clements, Admr.
L. G. HUNT............................... Manager.
of Catherine McElroy.
The city of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, vs. Thomas
ONE NIGHT ONLY,
Durbin et al; petition filed by C. A. Mer
riman, solicitor of said city, for appropri
Saturday
Evening, March 3d.
ation of property to open McKenzie Street.
Continued to March 5.
ENGAGEMENT OF
Petition filed to sell land by John B.
Sheppard, Admr. Henry Sheppard.
Mr. J. B.
Will of Philip Ashton filed for Probate,
The
Representative
order to give notice, and hearing March 6.
Acknowledged
Eccentric
MARRIAGE LICENSES.
American
Comedian,
Frank Seymour and Claudia Craig.
Alonzo Chapman and Lydia Vanausdale.
And his Company’ of Dramatic Artists p cJohn F. Upfold and Jennie Brown.
senting
J. J. Rambarger ann Mattie M. Willyard.
Joel F. Devoe and Julia Kidwell.
Frank F. Saunders and Effie Hcadington.
THE
OF
COURT HOUSE NOTES.
Auditor McKee has made his settlement
with tlie Auditor of State for taxes collected
under the "Scott law.” The amounts col'
lected and distributed are as follows: Totaj
collected $<1634.95; refunded $497.90; treas
urer’s fees $18.17. Distributed—municipal
police fund $873.07; general fund $1022.31.
country j>oor fund $1223.50. These amounts
are for the six monthsending May, 1888.
The settlement of the Auditor and Treas
urer with the Auditor of State for tlie col
lection of the December taxes, was made
last week, and is as follows: Total collected
on general duplicate $133,399.40, being $28,000 in excess of the preceding year. The
dog tax was $1,171.79. There was paid to
the State Treasurer $24,710.30, and received
back tlie following amounts: Common
School fund $6,060,75; interest on school
land sales $361.11; on Virginia Military
school fund $734.50.
Common Pleas Court adjourned Tuesday
afternoon until Friday morning at 9
o’clock.

J. S. BRADDOCK’S

ORDER SOME 0E OIK

A CARD.

THE-------

SECOND DAY OF APRIL,
In tlie year of our Lord One Thousand
Kiglit Hundred and Eighty-eight, is ap
pointed and made a day in which the quali
fied electors of said County, shall meet at
their projier pluces of holding elections in
tlieir resiiective Townships and Wards, lietween the hours of 6 o'clock a. m. and 6
o’clock p. in. of said day, and proceed to
elect by ballot the following officer:
One Person for Judge of the Court of
Common Pleas for the First Sub-division of
the Sixth Judicial District of tlie State of
Ohio.
Given under my hand and seal this 24tli
[heal.]
dav of February, A. D., 1888.
Imar5t
J. G. STEVENSON, Sheriff.

LOT, Cor. Park nnd Sugar StB.
at$276on any kindofpaymentstosuit
VACANT

PARLORS c
To his lady friends or acquaintances,
DINING

Wo. 880.

CHOICE Vacant Lot,on Park 8t.,at $800
‘ in payment of $5 per month.

as you will surely never regret same.
Our LADIES’ PARLOR is open to
every respectable lady and we want it
distinctly understood that wc do not
solicit, don’t want and won’t have the
patronage of any but respectable la
dies. If you consider our place wor
thy of your patronage, kindly favor
us with same, bring your wife, daugh
ter and lady friends with you, also tell
your friends and acquaintances about
it, as you surely do them a favor as
well as bestow one on U3 by so doing.

2BC.
SEPARATE PARLORS for
LADIES.

Positively no liquors sold in Dining
Parlors.
Thanking the public in general for
ASSIGNEE’S NOTICE.
past liberal patronage and assuring
otice is hereby given that them that our aim and object is to
the undesigned has been duly appoint
conduct a place that is necessary and
ed and qualified Assignee in trust for benefit
of the creditors of tlie firm of It. C. <t T. M. a credit to any town, wc remain

N

Anderson, und R. C. Anderson and T. M.
Anderson, by the Probate Court of Knox
YOUB nVMBLB SERVANTS,
county, Oiiio.
C. E. CRITCHFIELD,
23feb3w
Assignee. Mt. Vernon, O., Feb. 28,1888.

Wo. 371.

EVEN copies left of tlie late HISTORY
OF KNOX COUNTY; subscription price
$6.50; sell now for$4; complete record of sol*
diers in the war from Knox county; even
soldier should have one.*

S

Wo. 31ft.

EXAS LAND SCRIP ill pieces of 040
acres each at 60 cents per acre; will ex
change for property in Mt. Vcrnonorsmell
farm-.discount forensh.

T

Wo.312.

OT 77x132 feet on Vincstreet. 11 squares
Westof Mainstreet,known ns tlie"Bap
tistfChurcli property," tlie building is 40x70
feet, is in good condition, newly painted nnd
new slate roof, now rented for earring painl
shop at $150 per annum; also small dwelling
houseon same lot, rentingat $H4p.*r annum;
price of large bouse $2530, or payment of
$200 a year; price of sntnll liousc tsOO; pay
mentof $100a year,or will sell the property
at $3000,in paymentof$300ayear;discotint
for short time or cash.

L

IF YOU WAWT TO BUY A LOT

IF YOU WANT TO SELL A LOT, Ifyou
want to buy a house, if you want to sell yon
bouse,!f you want to buy n farm, i f you wan t
to sell a farm, if you want to loan money, 1
you wa'nt to borrow money, in short, If you

UAMTOUAHi: NiOWKY.callon

J. S. BRADDOCK,
MT. VFBWON,

IF he Banner*

INTERESTING VARIETY.

SHORT AND SWEET.

MEDICAL NOTICE!
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with every case that is Curable. The France Medical and Surgical Institute, of Columbus, Ohio, is the only
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St. Louis and the West and South Medical Institute in the State Incorporated with a capital of $300,000. Our capital stock and references given below
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